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ABSTRACT

Engineering approaches to the efficient separation of blood components have been conceptualized and evaluated. The approaches studied have included the processing of blood at reduced hematocrits, processing through stages in series or multistage apparatuses, and recycle processing. Evaluation of conceptualized separation processes has been aided by the construction of a continuous seal-less centrifuge using a two-staged spiral blood chamber rotor. Preliminary design data have revealed that such approaches have great potential for enhancing cell yields and improving separation efficiencies. The project emphasis has been on the separation of leukocytes and erythrocytes, but the concepts developed have been expected to be readily applicable to the separation of platelets, specific leukocyte types (granulocytes, lymphocytes, monocytes and stem cells), reticulocytes and gerocytes, and other cellular species.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

"There are no grounds for believing that the full potential of component cell therapy has in any way been attained...research must continue to perfect mechanisms for the selective separation and collection of each cellular component of the blood,..."(1)

The above excerpt, a quote appearing in a recent paper by Dr. John M. Goldman of Hammersmith Hospital in London, has been chosen to illustrate that although vast numbers of devices and processes are currently available for blood processing, the goal of supplying all of the current needs is far from being reached. Although blood cell separation techniques have undergone vast improvements within recent years, techniques still need to be further developed for enhancing cell yields, collection specificity, and collection efficiencies.

One potential benefit of such improvements would be a reduction in the time requirement for the connection of a donor patient to an extracorporeal device. Also greater collection efficiencies would increase the availability of blood cellular components so that the products...
of collection procedures might be more readily available to more patients. One such need was indicated by Dr. G. M. Goldman in a recent IBM Medical Review for the collection of granulocytes. The goal would be to increase the rate of granulocyte collection by a factor of 5 to 10 (1).

Another needed benefit is greater cell purity for collected species. For instance it is helpful to obtain lymphocyte free platelets for transfusions to help eliminate febrile reaction sensitization of tissue antigens due to antigen incompatibility. Of further interest is to reduce or even eliminate the necessity for blood sedimenting agents to be used during collection procedures. It is already anticipated that in the future the red cross will be putting restraints on the amount of sedimenting agents which are allowed to be used (2). Of concern is the long term effects of these agents on donor as well as recipient patients.

Other interests lie in the area of enhancing the selectivity of blood separating devices for producing individual cell types to meet more specific needs. For instance, there are current needs for specific mono-nuclear cells. These include: monocytes which are thought to be less immogenic than granulocytes and yet when transfused at much lower concentrations than those used for granulocyte transfusions will still combat infection; lymphocytes which could be transfused for a
number of diseases where specific immuno deficiencies are indicated; and hematopoietic stem cells, isolated from the periferal blood of steroid pretreated patients, to be used in bone marrow reconstitution (1). Some progress has also been made in the isolation of young red blood cells or reticulocytes for administration to patients suffering from Thalessemia (3).

The separation devices currently available have already received widespread clinical use for the separation of plasma, platelets (or platelet rich plasma), leukocytes and concentrated red cells. The overall intent of this work however, has been to lay the groundwork for new centrifugal separation devices and procedures which will not only perform the above processes more efficiently, but will also expand the use of such devices to meet more specific needs.

Accomplishment of the above objectives has been through the application of conventional engineering techniques and mathematical modeling approaches. These techniques and approaches include: (1) the determination of optimum process operating conditions in order to maximize cell separation capabilities; (2) the application of recycle concepts to improve process efficiencies and for the control of feed concentrations; and (3) the investigation of stagewise processing to improve process efficiencies and selectivities.
To aid in performing the above analysis a state-of-the-art continuous seal-less centrifugal blood processor was designed and built. The processor was used to obtain preliminary data and to determine process design constraints which can be used for future design conceptualization.
CHAPTER II

BACKGROUND

2.1. STATE OF THE ART

Many processes already exist for the separation of and collection of transfusable quantities of various blood cellular components. The particular blood components of concern are namely red blood cells (RBC's), white blood cells (WBC's), and platelets. Also the separation of reticulocytes has been met with some success (3,4). Most of the collection processes, however, have not been met with complete satisfaction (5-8). Some collection methods cause severe losses due to damage of the desired components, while others are simply ineffective in achieving complete separation (8). A description of the existing blood component needs will follow with a discussion of the shortcomings involved in meeting these needs.

2.2. DISCUSSION OF CELLULAR COMPONENT NEEDS

2.2.1. Red Blood Cells

Red blood cells, which may be indicated for treatment of anemia, can be collected by differential centrifugation. However, excessive cell losses have been
incurred with the more conventional centrifugation procedures due to shear stresses induced within the centrifuge mechanism (9). Filtration through a nylon mesh is another commonly used method for red blood cell (RBC) collection. Filters are not as harsh on the RBC's but have a disadvantage in that lymphocytes and platelets are not trapped by filters. The presence of lymphocytes and platelets makes the matching of donors and recipients more critical because of febrile reactions or sensitization of tissue antigens due to antigen incompatibility. Other collection methods exist such as saline washing, but when used alone, even washing is not adequate (9). Despite the disadvantages mentioned for each type of red blood cell collection procedure, enough concentrated RBC's are collected by blood banking services to make RBC transfusions an effective therapeutic treatment. This is not to say, however, that improvements in collection techniques are not welcomed.

2.2.2. White Blood Cells

Another area where blood component therapy has become increasingly important is in combating septic infections. Among those suffering from such infections are burn patients where much of the skin has been destroyed thus breaking down the first physical barrier to bacterial infection. Others are patients afflicted with hematological
malignancies (10-12) such as leukemia or solid tumors (13). The customary treatment of these disorders is the introduction of certain drugs or ionizing radiation to kill cancerous cells, but these treatments also shut down bone marrow activity and therefore the production of infection fighting granulocytes (2). As a result infections from bacteria or fungi remain the leading cause of death for such disorders (14,15). Still others experiencing a similar problem are people suffering from stomach wounds. Because man has an indigenous source of microorganisms in his intestinal tract (16), harmful bacteria can pass through a wound directly into the bloodstream. 

Treatment of septic infections can be accomplished by the transfusion of large quantities of viable granulocytes (comprising 60-70% (17) of the donor peripheral WBC population) to an infected patient (18-21). The therapy has great potential, but as in the case of red blood cell transfusions, collection procedures need to be improved (13).

The two major techniques for collecting granulocytes are continuous flow centrifugation leukapheresis (CFCL) and filtration leukapheresis (FL)(22). Both techniques have been used successfully to yield as many as $10^9$ granulocytes (13) over a 4 hour period. However, since estimated granulocyte requirements are on the order of $10^{10}$ (13), techniques must be used to further
increase granulocyte yields. One such method is to pre-treat the donor with steroids such as dexamethasone or prednisolone (13, 22-24) to increase white cell counts in the circulation, thereby increasing the number of cells available for collection.

Another method used in continuous flow centrifugation is to use an erythrocyte sedimenting agent such as dextran (23-25) or hydroxyethyl starch (HES) (13, 23-27). When adding these sedimenting agents, red blood cells tend to have a greater affinity for each other causing them to "stick" together in what resembles rows of stacked coins. This phenomenon is referred to as rouleau formation and its effect is to preferentially increase the red blood cell sedimentation rate (13) over that of the leukocytes.

Employment of the above mentioned techniques has been shown to increase granulocyte yields to $1.3 - 5.2 \times 10^{10}$ for CFCL (28-32) and $2.0 - 10 \times 10^{10}$ (13) cells for intermittent flow leukapheresis (IFL). Yields for FL (filtration leukapheresis) have been shown to exceed those for centrifugal techniques when donor patients are pre-treated with steroids. Filtration collection procedures, however, usually result in functional and morphological abnormalities which are responsible for side reactions often exhibited in the donors and recipients (21, 33, 34).
Despite the fact that sufficient quantities of granulocytes can be obtained, enhanced separation procedures would serve to decrease collection times. Furthermore, the recovery of greater numbers of granulocytes for therapy may reduce the number of transfusions required for a given patient. An additional reason for the development of improved techniques is that the Red Cross is now beginning to limit the use of sedimenting agents (2). These limitations will severely restrict the use of many conventional processes which are greatly dependent on the use of sedimenting agents in order to maintain high yields and efficiencies.

Of further interest would be to enhance the selectivity of leukocyte separation processes thereby yielding transfusable quantities of specific WBC types including monocytes, lymphocytes and granulocytes from the peripheral blood. To date no efficient processes exist for the isolation of transfusable quantities of these individual components (35). The only practical processes which are currently available for such separations are those which have been developed using density gradient media which have been limited to small-scale, batch operations (36-43). Still these methods deserve some discussion since it is conceivable that they may have some future application in large scale continuous flow processes.
The basic principle of density media techniques is to adjust cell suspending fluid density to an intermediate value between that of two cellular species which one desires to separate. For density ranges of various blood cellular species see Table 1. After centrifugation the less dense species will be found "floating" on top of the density medium while the more dense species will be found to have "sunk" to the bottom. One such method investigated by Böyum has been used successfully to isolate pure lymphocyte fractions using a Hypaque (sodium diatrizoate) density gradient containing an RBC aggregating agent Ficoll (37). Other successful means for isolating blood cellular components have used albumin density gradients (36) and Percoll colloidal suspensions (43). Percoll suspensions are made up of fine silica particles which are coated with polyvinyl pyrolidone to prevent toxicity.

Although density media can be used rather successfully for batch processes their use with continuous processes has several limitations. One limitation is that the plasma must first be replaced by the density medium which is of an intermediate density between RBC's and WBC's. Then once the RBC's are removed the individual WBC types can be separated by replacing the current suspension medium with successively lower density media.
Table 1
Density Ranges for Various Cell Types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cell Type</th>
<th>Density Range (gm/cc)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Platelets</td>
<td>1.050-1.057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lymphocytes</td>
<td>1.060-1.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Granulocytes</td>
<td>1.075-1.087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RBC's</td>
<td>1.080-1.099</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Finally the platelets can be separated from the remaining lymphocytes through a similar process. Once separated however, each fraction must be washed with saline to remove the density gradient medium. Such a procedure although possible may be severely limited because of the complexity of having so many density changes and washing procedures.

Other limitations exist as well. One limitation as noted from Table 1 is that cellular species rather than having a specific density have a density range which in many cases overlap for different cell types. A further complication is the fact that cell density is also dependent upon the osmolarity of the surrounding fluid. An hypertonic environment will cause cellular fluid loss thereby increasing cell densities. An hypotonic environment has the reverse effect. Because both the density and osmolarity of the suspending fluid are dependent on concentration, determination of proper concentrations for correct osmolarity and density adjustment may be difficult. Another problem which is associated with the use of Percoll is that under a centrifugal force the silica particles begin to settle also (although very slowly) forming a continuous density gradient. Cells then tend to be found dispersed throughout the medium rather than being located in a narrow band as is the
case with a discontinuous Hypaque gradient. Despite the difficulties mentioned, some preliminary research has been done using density gradients for cell separations which may later prove that these processes may have clinical applications.

2.2.3. Platelets

Isolated platelets have been used for transfusions to patients suffering from thrombocytopenia (a severe platelet deficiency), manifesting itself with severe bleeding problems (44). Such problems are prevalent in leukemia patients where platelet production in the bone marrow is significantly impaired (45). Currently many processes exist for the isolation of platelet rich plasma (9, 46). The more advanced processes use continuous centrifugation to provide a stream of platelet rich plasma, although intermittent flow devices are also commonly used such as the Haemonetics cell processor (47). Because platelets are much smaller in diameter than the other blood cellular components their sedimentation rates are also much lower and they are easily separated by centrifugal processes. Thus, adequate quantities of platelets can easily be obtained with conventional devices. However, processes could still be improved upon to reduce machine-donor connection times and also to provide platelets which are lymphocyte free in order to reduce immune reactions in transfusion recipients.
2.2.4. Neocytes

Other separation processes are just beginning to be developed for providing more specific cell types. Among them are the separation of both "neocytes" (young RBC's) and "gerocytes" (old RBC's) from the periferal blood using continuous flow cell separators (3, 4). Such separation efforts are being made for patients who require repetitive transfusions to combat chronic anemia as is the case with the hereditary disease known as Thalessemia major. Because of the need for so many transfusions with Thalessemia patients, iron overload becomes a severe problem (2). In fact accumulation of excess iron from the transfused cells becomes the limiting factor for effective therapy (4).

As a result of the need for the transfusion of large amounts of healthy RBC's for the treatment of Thalessemia, techniques are being investigated for the collection of only the young RBC's from a donor. The younger RBC's have a longer post-transfusion survival time thereby reducing the number of transfusions required. Since the younger RBC's are of slightly lower density there is a potential for separating these cells (39). For instance Propper and Marino have been successful in obtaining units (~450 ml) of young red cells with a mean age of 13 days by differential centrifugation (3). Klein has used the IBM 2997 continuous flow cell
separator over collection periods of about 4 hours to obtain units having a mean cell age of 32 days (4). Cell age is determined by age dependent enzyme techniques. This compares to a 60 day mean cell age of a standard unit (9).

In addition to the neocyte transfusions, studies are being performed on the removal of older cells, "gerocytes", from the Thalessemia patient. Older cell removal can be accomplished because the older cells are of slightly higher density and therefore settle faster than the average red cell. Such studies have so far been met with success by decreasing the total amount of iron deposition by as much as 75% (3).

A more efficient separation process applied to "neocyte" or "gerocyte" collection would again be helpful in reducing collection times, and perhaps would be useful in reducing the mean cell age of the collected RBC's for transfusion.

2.2.5. Stem Cells

Also of recent interest has been the collection of stem cells from the peripheral blood for the hematopoietic reconstitution of bone marrow in cancer therapy (1). The stem cells are released from the bone marrow into the circulating blood stream by the administration of steroids such as prednisilone (48). Their larger size
of 15-20 microns (49) as compared to 7-10 microns (49) for a lymphocyte and 10-15 microns (49, 50) for granulocytes and monocytes, aids in the separation of the stem cells from leukocyte components. Because sedimentation rate is a function of the square of the cell diameter (51, 52) the stem cells would be found at the bottom of a test tube containing a mixture of white cell species.

2.3. DISCUSSION AND EVALUATION OF EXISTING PROCESS DESIGNS

Many centrifuge head designs have been developed and patented for use in blood cellular separations. Many of the more current designs are manufactured from disposable materials in the form of plastic bag-like containers or silicone-rubber inserts (53). Disposal of the container eliminates the need for sterilization and thereby reduces the potential for infection due to contamination. There are numerous designs on file in the U.S. and foreign patent offices, for example, patent numbers 3,145,713(U.S.) - A. Latham, Jr.; 7816351(France) - Kellogg, R.M. and Muizet, A.P.; 4,010,896(J.S.) - Kellogg, R.M. and Kruger, V.R.; 3,748,101 - Jones, A.L.; 2717344 (Germany) - Cullis and Meyers; 3,825,175(U.S.) - Sartory W.K.; and 3,957,197(U.S.) - Sartory, W.K. and Eveleigh.

All of the designs mentioned are either used in a continuous or semicontinuous operational mode. The
Latham and the Jones designs are simply toroidal plastic chambers which are sealed along their innermost and outermost diameters, and used in a semicontinuous manner for the collection of WBC's or platelets. The chamber or bag is filled with whole blood while stationary, then spun, and the plasma portion is drawn off. If platelet rich plasma is desired the blood is spun at lower rpms. Then the platelet rich plasma is drawn off. Once the plasma is withdrawn, the empty portion of the bag is refilled with whole blood and the spinning process begins again. This procedure is repeated several times until the bag is nearly filled with RBC's and buffy coat. The process is then stopped and the buffy coat is withdrawn.

All of the remaining patented designs mentioned are used in a continuous operational mode. Most of these (with the exception of the first Sartory patent) describe annular chambers with closely spaced sidewalls to eliminate mixing due to coriolis currents. Whole blood is introduced at one end of the chamber and is separated into three fractions as it travels to the opposing end of the chamber. Figure 1a illustrates an axial design that is used in the Cullis and Meyers rotor. The three fractions recovered consist of concentrated RBC's, a buffy coat layer (mixture of all white cell types and platelets), and either a plasma or platelet rich plasma layer. Another design like that of Kellogg and Muizet, and that of Kellogg and Kruger also has fluid entering an annular
Figure 1. Rotor Types. a. Represented is a cross-sectional diagram of an axial-flow rotor consisting of a long narrow cylindrical separation chamber. Flow is predominantly in the axial direction while cell sedimentation is in the radial direction. b. A radial flow rotor can usually best be described as a flattened annular chamber and is represented by this cross-sectional diagram. Flow and cell sedimentation are predominantly in the radial direction.
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chamber, but the whole blood travels circumferentially entering at one point and separating as it travels along the circumference. The design of Kellogg and Kruger is one of the few that incorporates more than one stage. The use of their dual-stage design is focused on the collection of platelets. RBC's and WBC's are concentrated and removed in the first stage while platelet rich plasma is routed to the second stage where the platelets are concentrated. Kolobow and Ito of NIH have also done work with platelet harvesting in a dual-staged spiral apparatus (53). Whole blood enters at an intermediate diameter into the spiral, while heavier cells (RBC's and WBC's) are collected at the outermost diameter of the spiral. Lighter components (platelets and plasma) are concentrated at the innermost diameter of the spiral where they are removed and infused into a second stage where the platelets are concentrated.

An interesting method for the operation of annular designs is described in the Sartory and Eveleigh patent. Because the positioning of product stream splitting blades (see Figure 1a) is critically dependent upon feed hematocrit, feed rate, and cell settling characteristics, a method needed to be developed to take into account the wide variation in donor blood from patient to patient. The Sartory and Eveleigh design maintains feed hematocrit at an optimum level for the
apparatus by recycling plasma to decrease hematocrits or recycling concentrated RBC's to increase hematocrits. Feed rates are regulated to maintain a desired degree of separation by monitoring the hematocrit of the separated red cells. This method is not limited to axial designs but could be easily adapted to radial or spiral designs as well. With the radial and spiral designs the positioning of exit ports is dependent upon the location of separated product interfaces which ultimately is dependent upon blood feed conditions.

Another design which deserves mention is the continuously operating radial design (see Figure 1b), where whole blood is infused at an intermediate radius of a flattened annular chamber. Heavier components (RBC's) are continuously harvested at the outermost diameter at a constant flow rate, while lighter components (WBC's and platelets) are harvested at inner diameters. The Sartory patent uses this approach along with an elutriation scheme where a suspending fluid or recycled plasma is introduced at the concentrated RBC end. The plasma or suspending fluid moves in the centripital direction (toward the axis) carrying along some of the WBC's and platelets which have been entrapped by the settling RBC's. In order to accomplish this task suspending fluid velocity is adjusted so that it is of an intermediate velo-
city between the settling velocity of the RBC's and that of the WBC's and platelets. The goal of such a device is to increase WBC and platelet harvest rates by decreasing the loss of these components to the concentrated RBC stream.

As evidenced by the previous discussion, the processes and apparatuses for centrifugal separation of blood components are numerous. Much time and effort has been put into the development of these processes and apparatuses to make them more efficient. However, until this time several methods of operation have yet to be thoroughly investigated. These methods include operation at high recycle rates, development of a continuous operating density gradient process, the use of stages in series, and the use of multistage apparatuses. From a chemical engineer's perspective, before the most efficient design processes can be realized the potential use of such methods must be systematically evaluated. The application of such methods for separations in the chemical industry has proven successful in gaining higher purity of separated products, in reducing overall processing times, and in enhancing the specificity of desired product yields.

Perhaps the application of these methods to blood centrifugation would be of benefit as well. The potential for using a continuous operating density gradient separa-
tion has been previously discussed. High recycle rates of concentrated RBC streams should increase efficiencies by giving entrapped platelets and WBC's enhanced "opportunity" for separation. Similarly the routing of concentrated RBC streams sequentially through a series of stages and removing separated WBC's from the light end of each stage gives WBC's an enhanced "opportunity" for separation. With multistaged processes a complete separation of any one component or group of components never takes place in one particular stage, but rather a gradual enriching of these components as they pass from stage to stage. The aim of this dissertation is to evaluate the application of these engineering techniques to blood separations. By doing this hopefully blood processing can be made more efficient, the collection of specific components can be enhanced and donor patient collection times can be reduced.

Certain limitations have in the past hindered the application of the above prescribed methods. One limitation is that the application of engineering principles to a medical field requires an interdisciplinary effort. To accomplish this task, one must be willing to expand his horizons by "rubbing elbows" with those outside his field. Some work has already begun on bridging this gap. Dr. Ito of NIH has spent much time looking
at the engineering aspects of his designs (54). Julian
Breillatt, a biochemist, of Oakridge National Labs had
an aeronautical and a chemical engineer on his team (15).
Many of the blood centrifuge manufacturing companies,
such as Haemonetics Corp., IBM, Gambro, Inc., Dideco, Inc.,
and Fenwal Laboratories have either expressed an interest
in hiring chemical engineers or in consulting chemical
engineers on their processes (54-58). Despite recent
interest of engineers in the blood separations field,
no groups have expressed that they are actively engaged
in ongoing research with high recycle rates, continuous
operating density gradients or stagewise processing (12
15, 53-58).

Another hindrance to progress in applying the
described processes is the method in which liquid
lines are attached to a multistage apparatus or recycle
apparatus. Since much interstage pumping is required,
many process lines may have to pass from the rotating
head to stationary pumps located outside of the centri-
fugal apparatus. Many designs exist which use a rotating
seal for attachment of the liquid lines. However, the
cost of manufacturing a seal which would accommodate a
multitude of process lines may be prohibitive. Further-
more many problems have been encountered with the use
of seals even with a limited number of blood process
lines. These problems include platelet damage due to shear stresses induced by passage of blood through the seal (59, 60), and leakages and intercommunication between process lines passing through the seal (53).

In recent years a design has been developed for circumventing the rotating seal. The design allows for direct attachment of flexible tubes to a rotating device. The tubes are counter-rotated by an antitwister mechanism to keep them from being twisted. Many patents have already been issued for antitwister mechanisms. Some of these include U.S. patents nos. 4,132,349 - Khoja; 4,056,224 - Lolachi; 4,113,173 - Lolachi; Re 29,738 - Adams; and Swedish patent no. 7708858-1.

Without the antitwister mechanism the proposed application of the engineering principles mentioned may be limited. However, since a number of antitwister mechanisms have been built and the technology is now available, greater probability of success is expected.

2.4. CONCLUSION

Although separation processes have already been developed for many new and important applications, improvements on existing processes are continually being sought (35). Improvements need to be made so that any specific blood component can be provided quickly and efficiently. The faster processes are continuous processes (43), yet one can sacrifice efficiency during
continuous runs if operating parameters are not precisely controlled (58). Thus improvements in centrifugation technology are welcomed.
CHAPTER III

BLOOD SEPARATION THEORY

The following discussion will focus on the key factors involved in approaching the problems of enhancing blood cell separations and how these factors influence various process schemes for accomplishing the separations. First a look will be taken at how the physical characteristics of cellular species and suspending fluid media affect sedimentation. Next a look will be taken at how these settling characteristics combined with information about flow regimes within centrifugal settling chambers affect the separation of individual cellular species.

3.1 APPLICATION OF SEDIMENTATION THEORY

3.1.1 Previous Developments

In the mid 19th century, Stokes studied the motion of immersed bodies in viscous fluids in a gravitational force field (61,63), and developed the following equation to predict particle terminal velocity or sedimentation rate:
\[ S_t = \frac{2}{9} \frac{r^2 (\rho_i - \rho_f)}{\mu} g \]  

(1)

where: \( S_t \) is the settling velocity,
\( r \) is the particle radius,
\( \rho_i \) is the particle density,
\( \rho_f \) is the fluid density,
\( \mu \) is the fluid viscosity and
\( g \) is the gravitational constant.

Under a centrifugal force field, the effect of gravity usually becomes negligible compared to the centrifugal acceleration for the force of gravity, Stokes' equation becomes:

\[ S_t = \frac{2}{9} \frac{r^2 (\rho_i - \rho_f)}{\mu} \omega^2 r_c \]  

(2)

where \( \omega \) is the angular velocity and
\( r_c \) is the radial distance from the axis of rotation.

Several limiting assumptions are inherent in Stokes' equation and should be noted (61). They are:

1. The sedimenting particle must be spherical in shape.
2. An infinite particle dilution must exist.

3. The Reynolds number for viscous flow based on the sedimentation velocity and particle diameter must be less than 1.

4. The effect of Coriolis forces must be negligible.

For blood applications where microscopic particles are separated in a liquid medium, Reynolds numbers are always less than 1 and Coriolis effects are completely negligible (64, p. 46). Therefore, assumptions 3 and 4 are maintained. On the other hand, assumptions 1 and 2 do not always hold true for application to settling blood cells. The erythrocytes deviate significantly from a spherical shape. Also, the cellular components of the blood are far from being in an infinitely dilute suspension.

The above problems can be accounted for, however, by modifying the Stokes’ equation. Sedimentation of the oblong erythrocyte for instance can be modeled by introducing a shape factor or friction ratio \( \theta \) (61):

\[
\theta = \frac{f}{f_0}
\] (3)
In the above expression, $f$ is the frictional coefficient of a blood cell and $f_0$ is the frictional coefficient for a sphere of equal volume. For an erythrocyte the friction ratio can be approximated as that for an oblate ellipsoid, expressed as a function of the width of the major and minor axis for the ellipsoid (61, 65, 66).

\[
\frac{f}{f_0} = \frac{(b^2/a^2 - 1)^{1/2}}{(b/a)^{2/3} \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{a^2}{b^2} - 1 \right)^{1/2}}
\]  

(4)

where: 
- $a = \text{major axis (cell diameter)}$
- $b = \text{minor axis (cell width)}$

Stokes' law now becomes:

\[
S_t = \frac{2}{9} \frac{r^2 (\rho_i - \rho_f) \omega^2 r_c}{\mu \theta}
\]  

(5)

which can be written as:

\[
S_t = S_o \omega^2 r_c
\]  

(6)

Where $S_o$ is defined as the sedimentation coefficient, i.e.:

\[
S_o = \frac{2}{9} \frac{r^2 (\rho_i - \rho_f)}{\mu \theta}
\]  

(7)
From the equations developed, sedimentation theory can be compared to experimental results in actual centrifugation processes at least for dilute particle suspensions. However, in blood separations the application of Stokes' sedimentation relationship appears to have some slight inaccuracies even in dilute suspensions (67). Some of the inaccuracies can be attributed to the fact that shape factors for blood cellular components are not exactly known, and to the fact that cell size and density not only vary slightly from individual to individual, but depend upon age, cellular environment, and measurement technique (68, page 69, 69, 72). However, even with all of the inaccuracies, Stokes' Law still provides an understanding of sedimentation theory and can be used to determine guidelines for centrifuge design.

Sedimentation rates for higher concentrations of particles can be studied by using modifications of Stokes' Law proposed by Vand and Hawksley (70). Vand's studies (71) dealt with the use of viscosity data to predict the characteristics of molecules in solution. Vand extended a theoretical formula obtained by Einstein (61) which described the speed of falling particles having very small densities and separated by large distances relative to their size. Einstein's formula for sedimentation velocity
is based on suspension viscosity predicting the settling rate $S_E$ as:

$$S_E = S_t (1 - \alpha C) \quad (8)$$

where: $S_t =$ Stokes' terminal velocity

$\alpha = 2$ for hard spheres

$C =$ volume concentration

In essence, Vand extended Einstein's theory to higher particle concentration by taking into account the following two effects (70):

1. The effect of the presence of fluid velocity perturbations of nearby particles on each other plus higher-order interactions between the particles and the velocity perturbations.

2. The occurrence of interparticle collisions.

Hawksley (73) used Vand's theory to describe the behavior of fluidized beds consisting of single particulate species. He theorized that a particle in a fluidized bed settled according to Stokes' Law with certain modifications. The modifications were as follows:

1. He replaced the fluid viscosity with Vand's suspension viscosity neglecting
the corrections due to particle collisions.

2. He replaced the fluid density with the mean suspension density.

Using this analysis, Hawksley found his theory to be in good agreement with experimental results.

The Hawksley-Vand theory was extended to suspensions of two or more particles by Breillatt, Remenyik, and Sartory (70) of Oak Ridge National Labs. They applied Hawksley's postulations to all particles regardless of species. The same suspension viscosity was used for all particles. When applied to two or more particles the Hawksley-Vand theory leads to the following equation:

\[
\tilde{V}_i = S_i \omega^2 r_c \left( \frac{\rho_i - \bar{\rho}_{\text{susp}}}{\rho_i - \rho_f} \right) \exp \left( - \frac{4.1 \text{ HCT}}{1.64 - \text{HCT}} \right) \tag{9}
\]

where: \(\tilde{V}_i\) is the sedimentation rate for component i,

\(S_i\) is the Stokes' sedimentation coefficient for the ith species,

\(\bar{\rho}_{\text{susp}} = \left( \sum_i C_i \rho_i \right) + C_f \rho_f\) is the volume-mean suspension density

\(C_i\) is the volume fraction of the ith species

\(C_f\) is the volume fraction of the suspending fluid

\(\rho_i\) is the density of the ith species.

HCT is the hematocrit or red cell concentration.
As the particle concentration becomes very dilute, the Hawksley-Vand sedimentation velocity (equation (9)) will revert to the Stokes' sedimentation velocity (equation (6)).

3.1.2 Implications of Previous Developments

When whole blood is allowed to stand in a test tube (Figure 3), gravity will cause the various blood fractions to eventually settle into respective layers. The higher density red blood cells tend to adhere to each other forming what's referred to as rouleau, (Figure 3) and will sediment to the bottom of the test tube. A lower density buffy coat layer containing leukocytes (WBC's) and platelets will appear immediately above the erythrocyte layer, and a plasma layer containing mineral salts, carbohydrates, lipids, proteins and hormones will appear on top (44). The entire sedimentation process may be speeded up by imposing an increased effective gravitational force through centrifugation processes.

The above sedimentation behavior can be characterized by applying the Hawksley-Vand modification of the Stokes' equation to the individual blood cellular species. To do this the physical characteristics such as cell radii, densities sedimentation coefficients plasma viscosity and suspension densities must be either determined or found from the literature. Physical
Figure 2. Gravity Sedimentation in a Test Tube.
Whole blood allowed to stand for several hours in a test tube will sediment into several well defined layers. Red cells (erythrocytes) will tend to aggregate forming red cell rouleau. Because the rouleaux have the largest effective radius of the blood cellular components and the red cells have greater density than the other cellular components, the red cells will form a layer at the bottom of the test tube. The WBC's (leukocytes) and platelets having lower densities and smaller radii will form a layer immediately above the concentrated red cell layer. Plasma having a lower density than any of the cellular components will form a layer at the top of the test tube.
Figure 2
Figure 3. Rouleau Formation. An attractive force between red cells exists causing them to form aggregates referred to as rouleau. This attractive force is believed to be caused by positive and negative electrical charges of adsorbed plasma proteins (74). The attractive force is weak enough so that rouleau will not form until the shear stress due to blood flow is very low.
characteristics found in the literature for cell densities and radii (75, 76) and plasma viscosity (77) are listed in Table 2. The Stokes' sedimentation coefficients for human RBC's and WBC's were arrived at experimentally (78), while the value for platelets was calculated from equation (5). The experimental values are more reliable for the RBC rouleau and WBC's since the shape factors used in equation (4) can only be approximated (61).

An approximate sedimentation coefficient for platelets can be obtained by determining a corresponding spherical radius (61) and assuming a shape factor of 1.0 (75, 79). The suspension density may be determined as indicated previously in equation (9). For a normal average hematocrit of 45 percent the suspension density may be determined as follows:

$$\rho_{\text{susp}} = C_{\text{RBC}} (\rho_{\text{RBC}}) + C_{p} (\rho_{p})$$

$$= 0.45 (1.093) + 0.55 (1.026)$$

$$= 1.056 \text{ gm/cm}^3$$

Values for sedimentation rates of RBC's, WBC's and platelets over the full range of hematocrits from 0 to 100% appear in Table 3 for a centrifuge chamber located at 10cm from the center of rotation and rotating at 1500 rpm. Also appearing in the table is the relative difference between red cell and white cell sedimentation
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>( \rho (\text{gm/cm}^3) )</th>
<th>( r (\text{cm} \times 10^4) )</th>
<th>( S_o (\text{sec} \times 10^7) )</th>
<th>( \mu (\text{P} \times 10^2) )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RBC</td>
<td>1.093</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBC</td>
<td>1.066</td>
<td>5-7.5</td>
<td>1.2#</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLATELET</td>
<td>1.053</td>
<td>1.19+</td>
<td>0.032++</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLASMA</td>
<td>1.026</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* all values except where otherwise indicated were found in the literature (75, 76, 77)

# values arrived at through experimental analysis (78)

+ corresponding spherical radius for a sphere having a volume equivalent to that of the cellular component

++calculated sedimentation coefficient based on the corresponding spherical radius and a shape factor of 1.0 (75, 79)
### Table 3

Sedimentation Velocities for RBC's, WBC's and Platelets at 1500 RPM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HCT (% RBC's)</th>
<th>( \rho_{\text{susp}} ) (gm/cm(^3))</th>
<th>( \bar{V}_R ) (cm/min)</th>
<th>( \bar{V}_W ) (cm/min)</th>
<th>( \bar{V}_P \times 10^2 ) (cm/min)</th>
<th>( \bar{V}_R - \bar{V}_W ) (cm/min)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.026</td>
<td>17.765</td>
<td>1.777</td>
<td>4.737</td>
<td>15.988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.028</td>
<td>16.175</td>
<td>1.584</td>
<td>4.116</td>
<td>14.591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>1.029</td>
<td>14.917</td>
<td>1.444</td>
<td>3.701</td>
<td>13.473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>1.031</td>
<td>13.507</td>
<td>1.277</td>
<td>3.171</td>
<td>12.230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>1.033</td>
<td>12.190</td>
<td>1.123</td>
<td>2.689</td>
<td>11.067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>1.036</td>
<td>10.003</td>
<td>0.882</td>
<td>1.974</td>
<td>9.121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>1.039</td>
<td>8.102</td>
<td>0.679</td>
<td>1.390</td>
<td>7.423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>1.043</td>
<td>6.342</td>
<td>0.489</td>
<td>0.839</td>
<td>5.853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>1.046</td>
<td>4.977</td>
<td>0.355</td>
<td>0.490</td>
<td>4.622</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35.0</td>
<td>1.049</td>
<td>3.836</td>
<td>0.248</td>
<td>0.231</td>
<td>3.588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>1.053</td>
<td>2.826</td>
<td>0.154</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>2.672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45.0</td>
<td>1.056</td>
<td>2.081</td>
<td>0.0942</td>
<td>-0.117</td>
<td>1.987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>1.059</td>
<td>1.493</td>
<td>0.0515</td>
<td>-0.174</td>
<td>1.442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55.0</td>
<td>1.063</td>
<td>1.005</td>
<td>0.0168</td>
<td>-0.222</td>
<td>0.988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>1.066</td>
<td>0.672</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>-0.214</td>
<td>0.672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65.0</td>
<td>1.069</td>
<td>0.431</td>
<td>-0.0090</td>
<td>-0.190</td>
<td>0.440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70.0</td>
<td>1.073</td>
<td>0.250</td>
<td>-0.0147</td>
<td>-0.166</td>
<td>0.265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>1.076</td>
<td>0.142</td>
<td>-0.0140</td>
<td>-0.127</td>
<td>0.156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80.0</td>
<td>1.080</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>-0.0125</td>
<td>-0.0954</td>
<td>0.082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85.0</td>
<td>1.084</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>-0.0097</td>
<td>-0.0660</td>
<td>0.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90.0</td>
<td>1.086</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>-0.0061</td>
<td>-0.0395</td>
<td>0.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95.0</td>
<td>1.090</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>-0.0038</td>
<td>-0.0229</td>
<td>0.0068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>1.093</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.0020</td>
<td>-0.0116</td>
<td>0.0020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
velocities which can later be used in determining the most ideal operating HCT for separating red and white cells. From Table 3 it is noted that at a normal average 45 HCT the sedimentation rate of the platelet has a negative value which indicates that the buoyant effect of the suspension density is greater than the effect of the centrifugal "pull" upon the cell.

It is also noted from the table that the red cell sedimentation rate is more than 20x's that of the white cell. Because of this the red cell rouleau will settle much more quickly displacing plasma as the red cells become packed. Plasma moving upwards because of displacement has a tendency to pull along many of the slower settling WBC's and platelets. WBC's and platelets will not continue to be carried by the upward moving plasma once a more dilute region is reached from which many of the red cell rouleau have already settled. Once in more dilute regions it is noticed from Table 3 that WBC as well as platelet sedimentation velocities are increased. This increase is due to a lower suspension density as well as a reduction in cell-cell interactions which normally would hinder sedimentation. Thus, these WBC's and platelets end up forming a layer which rests upon the more dense, packed red cell layer and is called the buffy coat. Figure 4 illustrates graphically the sharp increase in sedimentation velocity for cell species at lower HCT's.
Figure 4. Cell Sedimentation Velocities as a Function of HCT. Cell sedimentation velocities are shown to decrease dramatically with increasing HCT due to hindered settling caused by cell-cell interactions. At particular points WBC and platelet sedimentation velocities are shown to be negative. This is partly due to the density of these species relative to the average density of the surrounding blood and partly due to the upward flow of displaced plasma.
An interesting implication of the information contained in Table 3 and Figure 4 is that if it were desired to separate plasma from the other cellular species it would be best to do it at the lowest possible HCT since this is where sedimentation velocities appear to be largest.

Another important implication of the information is that if it is desired to optimize red and white cell separations, the process should also be performed at lower HCT's where the relative difference between red and white cell sedimentation velocities is the greatest. Figure 5 shows the marked increase in the relative sedimentation velocity difference for red and white cells. Most centrifugal separation schemes, however, process blood at the HCT at which it is obtained from the patient. The above analysis would indicate that dilution of the patient blood before processing would expedite separation procedures.

3.2 EFFECTS DUE TO DEGREE OF ROULEAU FORMATION

3.2.1 Extension of Previous Experimental Work

Up until this time little consideration has been given to the processing of blood at lower HCT's. Sartory recommends the processing of blood at a reduced hematocrit of 20% in one of his patented processes (80). His reasoning is indeed based on the fact that the highest red cell separation rate occurs at this lower HCT. Despite Sartory's finding no serious effort appears
Figure 5. Difference Between Red and White Cell Sedimentation Velocities. Since white cells are predicted to have a lower settling velocity than red cells the two can be separated by adjusting fluid velocity in the "upward" direction so that it is of an intermediate velocity between the "downward" sedimentation velocities of the two cell types. This is easiest to do when the difference between the RBC and WBC sedimentation velocities is at a maximum. Therefore one can conclude from this figure that red and white cell separation can be best performed at very low HCTs.
Figure 5
to be underway with major blood centrifugation research
groups to critically study the separation at lower HCT's.

Another question one might raise about the above
discussion is why Sartory did not find even greater red
cell separation rates at even lower HCT's. The best
explanation which can be offered for this is that red
cell rouleau size tends to decrease at lower HCT's. A
decrease in rouleau size causes a decrease in the effec­tive radius. Since sedimentation velocity is dependent
upon the square of the effective radius one would expect
a corresponding drop in sedimentation velocity for the
red cells. Figures 4 and 5 assume that rouleau size is con­stant. However, in actuality one would expect the for­mation of rouleau to depend upon the frequency of cell­cell interactions. In turn cell-cell interaction fre­quency would be expected to depend upon cell concen­tration as well as cell mobility. Kernick has indeed
demonstrated the above to be the case (81). He per­formed experiments with diluted blood stirred at a
shear rate of 2 sec\(^{-1}\) as recommended by Ponder (82)
to provide sufficient mixing for cells to collide and
form rouleau. Too high a shear rate on the other hand
has a tendency to break up rouleau as demonstrated by
Goldsmith (83). Kernick found that the greatest degree
of rouleau formation appeared at shear rates between
0.5 and 3.5 sec\(^{-1}\) centered at 2 sec\(^{-1}\). This is in
agreement with statements made by Sartory where he feels that shear rates above 5 sec\(^{-1}\) will begin to cause the breakup of rouleau (80), thereby reducing sedimentation velocities of the rouleau aggregates. Kernick used mean rouleau length, MRL, (\(\Sigma\) cells/\(\Sigma\) rouleau) as an index for rouleau formation. He found that MRL varied linearly with HCT, at least at concentrations below 4%. Kernick found his data to fit a straight line over the range of HCT from 0 to 4%. An equation which fits his data is given as follows:

\[
MRL = 1.54 \cdot (HCT) + 1.0 \quad (10)
\]

Above an hematocrit of 4% it is well known that secondary rouleau formation begins to occur where side contacts to the linear rouleau aggregate are established (84). Where these more random rouleau aggregates begin to occur equation (10) begins to loose its accuracy. However, one can use the analysis by Kernick to demonstrate qualitatively the effect of rouleau size on the sedimentation velocity over the full range of HCT's.

In order to apply equation (10) to sedimentation rates, sedimentation coefficients must be determined based on effective radius of the rouleau aggregate. To do this the volume of the rouleau aggregate is determined as follows:

\[
V_r = \pi r^2 t \cdot (MRL) \quad (11)
\]
where \( V_r = \) volume occupied by rouleau (\( \mu^3 \))
\( r_r = \) radius of a red cell (\( \mu \))
\( t = \) thickness of a red cell (\( \mu \))

Next an equivalent radius is found based on a sphere having the same volume as the above calculated volume as follows:

\[
 r_{eq} = \sqrt[3]{\frac{3V_r}{4\pi}} = \sqrt[3]{\frac{3}{4}r_r^2 t \text{(MRL)}}
\]  

(12)

The above equivalent radius is then used to derive a sedimentation coefficient based on the degree of rouleau formation.

A relationship between MRL and sedimentation coefficient appears below:

\[
 S_R = \left(\frac{2}{9}\right) \left(\frac{3}{4}r_r^2 t \text{ MRL}\right)^{2/3} \frac{(\rho_r - \rho_f)}{\mu}
\]

(13)

Taking values of \( 3.75 \times 10^{-4} \mu \) for \( r_r \), \( 2.4 \times 10^{-4} \mu \) for \( t \) (84), \( 1.093 \text{ gm/cm}^3 \) for \( \rho_r \), \( 1.026 \text{ gm/cm}^3 \) for \( \rho_f \) and \( 0.026 \text{ gm/cm-sec} \) for \( \mu \) the following formula is arrived at:

\[
 S_R = (1.0969 \times 10^{-11} \text{(MRL)}}^{2/3}
\]

(14)

Equation (14) can in turn be substituted into the Hawksley-Vand equation to give sedimentation velocities based on rouleau size. If Kernick's analysis were used
to give approximate values for $S_R$, the equation for sedimentation velocity for RBC's would appear as follows:

$$\tilde{V}_R = 7.37 \times 10^{-7} (154C+1)^{2/3} \omega^2 x (1.093 - \rho_{\text{sp}}) \exp \left( -4.1C/(1.64-C) \right)$$

(15)

where $C$ is the concentration of RBC's.

3.2.2 Implications of Theoretical Development for Degree of Rouleau Formation

Although Kernick's analysis does not take into account secondary rouleau formation it still can predict sedimentation coefficients within 25-30% of the average normal values for 45% HCT. This degree of accuracy although not sufficient for precise predictions at HCT's above 4%, will still give a good qualitative analysis of how sedimentation velocities vary with HCT. Values for red cell sedimentation velocities based on equation (15) appear in Table 4. WBC sedimentation velocities based on the Hawksley-Vand equation as well as the relative difference between red and white cell sedimentation velocities also appear in the table. These values are represented graphically in Figure 5.

Although the representation in Figure 6 is only qualitative above 4% HCT, the analysis below 4% HCT would be expected to be quite accurate since it is in the low HCT region that the degree of rouleau formation has been well analyzed. This is also the region where corrections for cell-cell interactions and suspension density effects are minimal in the Hawksley-Vand equation.
Table 4

Effect of Degree of Rouleau Formation on Red Cell Sedimentation Velocities and Difference Between Red and White Cell Sedimentation Velocities

\[ \tilde{V}_R = 7.37 \times 10^{-7} (154 \ C + 1)^{2/3} \omega^2 r_c (1.093 - \rho_{\text{susp}}) \exp(-4.1 \ \text{C}/(1.64 - \text{C}) \]

\[ \tilde{V}_W = 3.0 \times 10^{-6} \omega^2 r_c (1.066 - \rho_{\text{susp}}) \exp(-4.1 \ \text{HCT}/(1.64 - \text{HCT}) \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HCT (gm/ml)</th>
<th>( \rho_{\text{susp}} ) (gm/ml)</th>
<th>( \tilde{V}_R ) (cm/min)</th>
<th>( \tilde{V}_W ) (cm/min)</th>
<th>( \tilde{V}_R - \tilde{V}_W ) (cm/min)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.026</td>
<td>0.731</td>
<td>1.777</td>
<td>-1.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.027</td>
<td>1.307</td>
<td>1.690</td>
<td>-0.383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.027</td>
<td>1.747</td>
<td>1.647</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.028</td>
<td>1.907</td>
<td>1.584</td>
<td>0.323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>1.029</td>
<td>2.596</td>
<td>1.444</td>
<td>1.157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>1.031</td>
<td>3.001</td>
<td>1.277</td>
<td>1.724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>1.033</td>
<td>3.237</td>
<td>1.123</td>
<td>2.114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>1.036</td>
<td>3.433</td>
<td>0.882</td>
<td>2.551</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>1.039</td>
<td>3.345</td>
<td>0.679</td>
<td>2.666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>1.043</td>
<td>3.026</td>
<td>0.489</td>
<td>2.537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>1.046</td>
<td>2.673</td>
<td>0.355</td>
<td>2.318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35.0</td>
<td>1.049</td>
<td>2.279</td>
<td>0.248</td>
<td>3.031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>1.053</td>
<td>1.833</td>
<td>0.154</td>
<td>1.679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45.0</td>
<td>1.056</td>
<td>1.459</td>
<td>0.094</td>
<td>1.365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>1.059</td>
<td>1.121</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>1.070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55.0</td>
<td>1.063</td>
<td>0.804</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>1.066</td>
<td>0.569</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65.0</td>
<td>1.069</td>
<td>0.385</td>
<td>-0.009</td>
<td>0.394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70.0</td>
<td>1.073</td>
<td>0.235</td>
<td>-0.015</td>
<td>0.250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>1.076</td>
<td>0.140</td>
<td>-0.014</td>
<td>0.154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80.0</td>
<td>1.080</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>-0.013</td>
<td>0.084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85.0</td>
<td>1.084</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>-0.010</td>
<td>0.041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90.0</td>
<td>1.086</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>-0.006</td>
<td>0.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95.0</td>
<td>1.090</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>-0.004</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>1.093</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 6. Effect of Rouleau Size on Sedimentation. Since sedimentation velocities are a function of particle size they will be affected by the effect of HCT on the degree of rouleau formation. Mean rouleau length is very small at low HCTs and thus sedimentation velocities will be correspondingly lowered for RBC's as shown by the figure. Although rouleau size will be largest at high HCTs, cell-cell interaction hinders sedimentation enough to drastically reduce sedimentation rates in these regions. Thus a maximum sedimentation rate is predicted for red cells at some intermediate HCT. The difference between red and white cell sedimentation velocities also shows a maximum at an intermediate HCT and therefore optimum red and white cell separations is expected to occur at this HCT. Red cell sedimentation velocities based on approximate literature values for sedimentation coefficients also appear on the figure(80).
Figure 6
Both the low HCT region of Figure 6 and the higher HCT region where the analysis is more qualitative prove to be quite interesting. At low HCT's there is a point just below 2% HCT where red cell sedimentation velocity is equal to the white cell sedimentation velocity. Therefore at this particular concentration the separation of WBC's from RBC's would be impossible to perform in processes that are dependent upon sedimentation velocities for separation. Separation in this region of concentration is analogous to azeotropic conditions in chemical separation processes.

Note that below this particular concentration sedimentation velocities for red cells are actually less than those of white cells. This phenomenon has been taken advantage of by Sartory in one of his patented designs where low HCT blood is passed through a region of high shear rate to break up existing rouleau (62). This causes the white cell to become the component with a higher settling rate, allowing white cells to be harvested at the outermost diameter of a centrifugal separation chamber rather than red cells.

The more qualitative analysis at higher hematocrits reveals a maximum red cell sedimentation velocity at about 15% HCT. The curve for the difference in white and red cell sedimentation velocities reveals a maximum value at a HCT of about 20%. Taking into
account the effects of secondary rouleau formation would probably shift these maximums somewhat to the right due to an increase in the values for effective radii of the rouleau aggregates. The shifting to the right would not be too extreme, however, since cell-cell interactions and density effects have been shown to cause drastic reductions in sedimentation velocities with increasing hematocrit. This statement can be verified by looking at sedimentation velocities calculated using known average normal sedimentation coefficients for the 35-50% HCT region which have been verified experimentally (80). A curve for these values appears on Figure 6 labeled as RBC's LITERATURE. Based on the location of this curve, the maximum values for RBC sedimentation velocity, $V^R$, and for the difference, $V^R - V^W$, would probably not be shifted by more than 5-10%.

3.2.3 Conclusions from Above Analysis

The overall intent of the above qualitative analysis is to demonstrate that if separation efficiency is based on either maximum $V^R$ or maximum $V^R - V^W$, the effect of varying the HCT cannot be overlooked. If maximum red cell separation rate were the primary objective in the above analysis, feed blood should be diluted to a HCT of 15%. On the other hand if maximum separation between red and white cells is desired the most efficient operation of the process would probably be attained with feed blood of 20% HCT.
In all practicality it may be difficult to obtain accurate values for red and white cell sedimentation velocities for a given experimental process. One could, however, optimize on red cell throughput over the full range of HCT for maximum red cell separation rates. Or one could optimize on the difference in fractional recoveries (fraction of feed cells recovered in various process streams) for the red and white cells over the full range of HCT. As previously mentioned, Sartory optimized on red cell throughput in one of his patented devices for white cell harvesting (80). He found that the maximum red cell throughput occurred at 20% HCT.

Sartory viewed red cell throughput as one of the most important factors for determining optimum efficiency for operating a device designed to separate red and white cells. As revealed by Figure 6, however, the region for most efficient red and white cell separation based on relative difference in sedimentation velocities may occur at a different HCT. In reality one must weigh the effect of operating at a slightly higher value for the difference in fractional recoveries for red and white cells with operating at a slightly higher red cell throughput. Operation at higher red cell throughput will require less time for the processing of a given volume of blood, because shorter residence times are required for
separation. If separation efficiency between red and white cells can be appreciably increased, however, it may take less time to separate and collect a desired number of white cells at the point of maximum red and white cell fractional recovery difference even though red cell throughput is lower.

Another consideration to take into account is that each separation chamber design will affect blood process streams differently with respect to shear rates. Since rouleau size is also a function of shear rate each design should be run over varying flow conditions as well as over the full range of hematocrits.

3.3 APPLICATION TO CONTINUOUS FLOW PROCESSING

3.3.1 Previous Developments

Although separation chamber types are many and varied for continuous flow processing, a qualitative discussion of the general principles of separation will provide a good understanding of the major factors involved. For this discussion an analysis will be performed on a radial flow separation chamber.

A volume element of the radial flow centrifuge appears in Figure 7. Whole blood containing RBC's, WBC's, platelets, and plasma is fed to the centrifuge at an intermediate point between the innermost and outermost radii. Under a centrifugal force field, the blood is then separated into various fractions exiting
Figure 7. Volume Element for the Radial-Flow Centrifuge. The volume element depicting steady state separations in the radial-flow situation is divided up into regions illustrating the sedimentation layers formed within the centrifuge head. Positions for feed blood and for harvesting of specific cellular components are also illustrated. The letters R, W and P represent specific cellular components i.e., red cells, white cells and platelets respectively. (This figure is a modification of one found in: "Blood Cell Separator Development for In-Vivo Leukapheresis: A Critical Analysis," Breillatt, J.P., Remenyik, C., Sartory, W.K., Oak Ridge National Laboratory Contract No. W-7405-eng-26, Oak Ridge, Tennessee, 1972).
Figure 7
from the right of the figure. Discontinuities appear within the volume element at interfaces separating different sedimentation layers. These discontinuities correspond physically to an upper interface for suspended white cells and platelets, possibly an interface for the buffy coat, a red blood cell interface and a concentrated red blood cell interface.

The volume element is also divided into regions as follows:

Region 1: Consists of concentrated RBC's with low concentrations of WBC's, plasma and platelets;
Region 2: Consists of RBC's, WBC's and platelets settling downward towards the concentrated region;
Region 3: Consists of RBC's suspended in upward moving plasma (Note that the plasma carries along particles having lower sedimentation rates which will be washed up across the RBC interface);
Region 4: Consists of WBC's and platelets moving upwards with the plasma;
Region 4a: Exists only if the WBC and/or other
particle sedimentation rate(s)
increase(s) beyond the supercritical velocity of the plasma once the RBC interface is crossed (this effect may indeed occur since the particle concentration is now low and particles will essentially settle independently of each other);

Region 5: Consists of WBC's and platelets suspended in upward moving plasma;
Region 6: Consists of either pure plasma or plasma containing particles having very low sedimentation velocities.

Beginning with an analysis of Region 3, the plasma flow-rate upwards must be properly adjusted so that the RBC's will not be washed "upwards" with the plasma. Instead RBC's should sediment "downwards" towards the outermost radius of the volume element. Therefore, plasma flow-rate per cross-sectional area (superficial velocity) must not surpass the sedimentation velocity of the red blood cells. Maximum plasma flow-rate occurs when the
plasma superficial velocity just equals the RBC sedimentation velocity.

The upward flux of WBC's and platelets across the RBC interface is found by subtracting the sedimentation rate from the superficial plasma velocity and multiplying that quantity by the concentration of the species of interest in Region 3 as follows:

\[ (V_{p,3} - \dot{V}_{i,3}) C_{i,3} \]

where \( V_{p,3} \) = the plasma superficial velocity in Region 3,

\( \dot{V}_{i,3} \) = the sedimentation velocity of species \( i \) in Region 3.

\( C_{i,3} \) = the concentration of species in Region 3.

The fraction of species \( i \), \( f_i \), crossing the interface is equal to the ratio of the upward flux of \( i \) to the feed rate of \( i \):

\[ f_i = \frac{(V_{p,3} - \dot{V}_{i,3}) C_{i,3}}{FC_{i,F}} \]

where \( F \) is the feed stream volumetric flow rate divided by cross-sectional area.
Before continuing with the analysis, the limitations which are inherent in equation (17) should be briefly discussed. The purpose of the equation is to provide a basis for analyzing the component forces upon a cell contributing to its capacity to be separated. For this analysis the major contributing forces are assumed to be the "upward" flow of displaced plasma and the "downward" pull of centrifugal force. Note, however, for these assumed forces to be the only contributing forces the separation process must be precisely controlled so that the only "downward" flow is due to settling cellular components and the only "upward" flow is due to displaced plasma. In reality there may be additional imparted flows either in the "downward" or "upward" directions due to system pumps.

Another limitation of equation (17) is that if assumes a constant concentration of cellular species within region 3 when in reality there will be a concentration gradient. Nevertheless equation (17) can be used to aid in approximating fractional recoveries in order to get a qualitative picture of expected cell separation capabilities. From this qualitative picture an investigator can determine a range of HCT's over which optimum cell separations might be expected. Then experimental operating conditions can be adjusted to test processes over the proposed range of HCT's.
Sedimentation velocities as a function of HCT as determined in Table 4 can be used to analyze the radial volume element in the various regions. First it is necessary to determine which regions are of greatest importance for the analysis. Region 4a cannot be critically analyzed using the previous equations for the following reasons: 1) It contains highly concentrated WBC's for which cell-cell interaction behavior has not been well studied. 2) The cell-cell interaction behavior developed for the Hawksley-Vand equation is not applicable since it defines how red cell interactions affect sedimentation and not white cell interactions. 3) The plasma concentration in the buffy coat has not been well studied. Region 4a however, is not of critical importance for analyzing the separation process since it is merely an accumulation of cells which have already been separated.

Region 1 contains cells which will undergo little or no further sedimentation since they are already highly concentrated. Although in reality there will be a continuous concentration gradient across regions 1, 2, and 3, one can use the feed concentration for the blood to region 3 in order to estimate the degree of separation which will occur in the radial volume element. In this case an estimate of the degree of separation will suffice since sedimentation equations used in Table 4 only give
qualitative predictions for sedimentation velocities. Sedimentation velocities in regions 4, 5 and 6 will be equivalent because cells in these regions are at very low concentrations and therefore the equation for the sedimentation velocity becomes independent of particle concentration (ie: Hawksley-Vand equation reduces to the Stokes' equation).

Knowing the sedimentation velocities based on the HCT's for the various regions, the behavior of the components in those regions can be analyzed. As previously stated the plasma flow rate per cross-sectional area should not surpass the sedimentation velocity for the red blood cells. From Table 4, for an example case of 45 HCT blood fed to a radial chamber the maximum superficial velocity is determined as follows:

\[ V_{p,3} = \dot{V}_{R,3} = 1.459 \text{ cm/min} \]

With this plasma superficial velocity the maximum separation of plasma from RBC's can be achieved. From equation (17) one can also see that as the feed stream flow rate is minimized the fraction of component i carried across the red cell interface into region 4 is maximized. Feed stream flow rate is minimized when virtually all of the plasma coming in with the feed stream passes upwards through region 4. The minimum feed rate per cross sectional area is found when:
\[ FC_{p,3} = V_{p,3} \]  

(18)

For the above example where \( C_{p,F} = 0.55 \) (plasma concentration per unit volume) and \( V_{p,3} = 1.459 \) cm/min (maximum plasma velocity in region 3). The minimum value for \( F \) is determined below:

\[
F = \frac{V_{p,3}}{C_{p,3}} = \frac{1.459}{0.55} = 2.653 \text{ cm/min}
\]

Using equation (17) the fractions of WBC's and platelets crossing the boundary between regions 3 and 4 are found to be:

\[
f_w = \frac{(1.459 - 0.094)}{2.653} = 0.514
\]

\[
f_p = \frac{[(1.459 - (-0.117))]}{2.653} = 0.594
\]

It should be noted that carrying out the same procedure with varying the rpm gives the same fractional amounts of species i passing across the RBC interface. The only difference is that system flow rates change. Thus the maximum \( f_i \)'s for the species considered are between 51.4 and 59.4% for a feed hematocrit of 45%.

Realistically, problems associated with the handling of the concentrated RBC's exiting region 1 would occur if the centrifugal process was operated to
obtain the maximum possible degree of separation between plasma and RBC's. These problems occur because blood viscosity is a strong function of hematocrit. Therefore problems associated with clogging of exit tubes and with pumping would result. To compensate for these problems it may be desired to operate at slightly higher than minimum feed conditions in order to reduce the hematocrit of the concentrated cells in region 1. If an 80% hematocrit were desired for the concentrated red cells the required feed rate per cross sectional area, \( F \), could be determined by first making a plasma balance:

\[
F \left( C_{p,F} - C_{R,F} \right) = V_{p,3} + \left[ \frac{C_{R,F}}{C_{R,1}} - C_{R,F} \right] F
\]

(19)

where \( C_{R,F} \) is the concentration of the RBC's in the feed and the quantity \( \left[ \left( \frac{C_{R,F}}{C_{R,1}} \right) - C_{R,F} \right] \) is the amount of plasma leaving in the RBC stream per cross-sectional area. Rearrangement of equation (19) gives the following expression for \( F \):

\[
F = \frac{V_{p,3}}{1.0 - \left( \frac{C_{R,F}}{C_{R,1}} \right)}
\]

(20)

Note: \( C_{p,F} + C_{R,F} = 1.0 \)

From this an adjusted feed rate can be determined for a region 1 hematocrit of 80% as follows:

\[
F = \frac{1.459}{1.0 - (0.45/0.80)} = 3.335 \text{ cm/min}
\]
Because the feed rate per cross sectional area is increased without a corresponding increase in sedimentation velocities, fractional amounts of components crossing into region 4 will be lowered. The newly determined values for \( f_w \) and \( f_p \) are then found to be 0.409 and 0.473 respectively.

### 3.3.2 Implications of Continuous Flow Processing Modeling

Once a cellular component crosses an interface from a concentrated cellular region to a region where a dilute cell suspension exists, drastic changes in sedimentation velocities for that particle will be encountered. For example, when a platelet is carried by the plasma from region 3 to region 4 in the above example, a 40-fold change in magnitude combined with a change in direction is observed. This phenomenon may be attributed to the fact that the bouyant effect due to a high suspension density is significantly reduced. WBC's are less affected by this phenomenon, however. A WBC, for example, undergoes a 19-fold increase in sedimentation velocity when crossing from region 3 to 4.

Interesting ramifications result from the crossing of particles from a concentrated region to a more dilute region. For instance, if the plasma flow rate is properly adjusted, WBC's because of their higher sedimentation rates in region 4 will form a layer above the red cell interface (see region 4a of Figure 7). This layer is commonly referred to as the buffy coat. Because platelets have significantly
lower settling velocities than WBC's, they may not be trapped in the buffy coat layer, but may pass out of the centrifuge with the plasma. If the buffy coat were allowed to accumulate within the centrifuge it may build up rapidly, forming a predominantly white cell layer which could later be harvested. Since large quantities of WBC's are desired for therapeutic purposes, such a scheme is of great significance.

3.3.3 Considerations for Degree of Rouleau Formation

The previous example was performed using a normal average 45% HCT. As demonstrated earlier, however, the maximum separation efficiencies may not necessarily be obtained at a normal 45% HCT. Table 5 lists the minimum feed rate per cross sectional area and fractional recoveries for WBC's and platelets as a function of HCT. Also listed are adjusted feed rates to yield a region 1 HCT of 80% with corresponding fractional recoveries for WBC's and platelets. These values were determined using equations (9), (17), (18), and (20) where red cell sedimentation velocities were determined using Kernick's analysis for degree of rouleau formation in equation (15). Figure 8 shows a plot of adjusted fractional recoveries for WBC's and platelets as a function of HCT.

As revealed by Table 5 and Figure 8, maximum fractional recoveries indeed do not occur at the 45% HCT, but rather at somewhat lower values. Maximum WBC fractional recoveries
Table 5
Fractional Recovery and Feed Rate Information
as a Function of HCT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HCT (% RBC's)</th>
<th>P (cm/min)</th>
<th>f_p (cm/min)</th>
<th>f_A (cm/min)</th>
<th>f_w,A</th>
<th>f_p,A</th>
<th>f_f,A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.770</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.770</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.386</td>
<td>0.587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.320</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.320</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.956</td>
<td>0.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.783</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>0.955</td>
<td>1.792</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>0.951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.956</td>
<td>0.165</td>
<td>0.954</td>
<td>1.969</td>
<td>0.164</td>
<td>0.946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>2.732</td>
<td>0.422</td>
<td>0.937</td>
<td>2.769</td>
<td>0.416</td>
<td>0.924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>3.244</td>
<td>0.531</td>
<td>0.915</td>
<td>3.311</td>
<td>0.521</td>
<td>0.897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>3.597</td>
<td>0.588</td>
<td>0.892</td>
<td>3.70</td>
<td>0.571</td>
<td>0.868</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>4.051</td>
<td>0.632</td>
<td>0.845</td>
<td>4.23</td>
<td>0.604</td>
<td>0.809</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>4.181</td>
<td>0.638</td>
<td>0.797</td>
<td>4.46</td>
<td>0.598</td>
<td>0.747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>4.035</td>
<td>0.629</td>
<td>0.748</td>
<td>4.401</td>
<td>0.576</td>
<td>0.686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>3.819</td>
<td>0.607</td>
<td>0.699</td>
<td>4.277</td>
<td>0.542</td>
<td>0.624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35.0</td>
<td>3.506</td>
<td>0.579</td>
<td>0.649</td>
<td>4.052</td>
<td>0.501</td>
<td>0.562</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>3.055</td>
<td>0.550</td>
<td>0.600</td>
<td>3.666</td>
<td>0.458</td>
<td>0.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45.0</td>
<td>2.653</td>
<td>0.514</td>
<td>0.550</td>
<td>3.335</td>
<td>0.409</td>
<td>0.438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>2.242</td>
<td>0.477</td>
<td>0.501</td>
<td>2.989</td>
<td>0.358</td>
<td>0.376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55.0</td>
<td>1.787</td>
<td>0.441</td>
<td>0.451</td>
<td>2.573</td>
<td>0.306</td>
<td>0.313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>1.423</td>
<td>0.400</td>
<td>0.401</td>
<td>2.276</td>
<td>0.250</td>
<td>0.251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65.0</td>
<td>1.023</td>
<td>0.385</td>
<td>0.352</td>
<td>1.909</td>
<td>0.192</td>
<td>0.188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70.0</td>
<td>0.783</td>
<td>0.319</td>
<td>0.302</td>
<td>1.880</td>
<td>0.133</td>
<td>0.126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>0.560</td>
<td>0.275</td>
<td>0.252</td>
<td>2.240</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>0.063</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 8. Fractional Recoveries of WBC's and Platelets as a Function of HCT. WBC and Platelet fractional recoveries determined as a function of HCT for the case where the concentrated red cell stream has an HCT of 80% are plotted. The optimum recovery for WBC's appears at a HCT of between 15 and 20% while that for platelets appears at around 1% HCT. WBC recoveries drop off at lower HCT's because WBC and RBC sedimentation velocities begin to approach each other. Platelet recoveries steadily increase until very low HCT's because platelet sedimentation velocities remain very small compared to those of the RBC.
occur at a hematocrit of 15% while maximum platelet fractional recoveries occur at a hematocrit of 1%.

In actuality, however when it is taken into consideration that the feed stream concentration of WBC's or platelets would be reduced by dilution in order to operate at lower hematocrits, the overall harvest rate of WBC's or platelets may not actually be increased. The harvest rate is only increased if the actual feed volume of whole blood from the patient remains constant.

Since plasma or saline diluent must be added to reduce the HCT the actual feed volume to the separation process would be increased. Therefore, in order to obtain the desired feed rate per cross sectional area, $F$ or $F_A$, the cross sectional area of the separation chamber would have to be increased as a function of the amount of dilution.

3.3.4 Conclusions for Continuous Processing Developments

One can readily see that the above analysis demonstrates that the HCT at which a blood stream is fed to a centrifugal separation process has a significant effect on process efficiency. When determining which HCT's are best to use in a separation process a qualitative analysis like that shown above will help. However, the above analysis is only qualitative and really doesn't take into account blood chamber configuration, shear effects, localized flow anomalies within the separation chamber, or possible other effects which may later be found to be important. In reality one must use the qualitative approach
as a beginning point, but actual experimental data must be uniquely obtained over a range of HCT's and process flow rates for each blood separation chamber design. These data would consist of fractional recoveries and overall harvest rates for each blood component which is desired to be separated.
CHAPTER IV

DEVELOPMENT OF PROCESS DESIGNS

The focus in this chapter will be on the application of the sedimentation theory discussed and developed in the previous chapter. Specific applications will be made to recycle processing, processing through stages in series, and multistage processing. For each application process theory will first be discussed which will be followed by a discussion of the implications that proposed process designs will have on separation enhancement.

4.1 APPLICATION OF RECYCLE CONCEPTS

4.1.1 Purpose for Recycle Applications

The concept of recycle has been of fundamental importance to chemical engineering process designs. When applied to chemical reactions, for instance, even reactions which normally undergo very low conversions upon a single pass through a reactor can be made quite efficient. Higher efficiencies are accomplished by recycling some of the reaction product stream back to the feed stream. This gives unconverted reactants an additional "chance" to react to form desired products. As the recycle rate is in-
creased reaction efficiencies are increased as well. As reactor efficiency is enhanced, collection periods for desired amounts of specified products may be decreased.

An analogous solution has been hypothesized in this dissertation for the enhancement of blood cell separations. As previously shown whole blood can be separated on a continuous basis into concentrated RBC's, a WBC buffy coat, platelet rich and platelet poor plasma. Often it is the buffy coat or the platelet rich plasma which are the desired separation products, but a high percentage of platelets and WBC's, are lost to the concentrated red blood cell stream.

However, if the concentrated erythrocyte stream is recycled (see Figure 9) to the feed stream, unseparated WBC's will have an additional "opportunity" to be separated and separation efficiencies are likely to be increased. One must be careful, however, that the hematocrit of the combined recycled and fresh blood does not become too high as to adversely affect relative sedimentation rates of various blood cellular components. As was shown earlier sedimentation rate decreases as a function of hematocrit and therefore excessively high hematocrits can be detrimental to the process. This problem of increasing hematocrits can be easily remedied by
Figure 9. Single Stage Recycle Centrifugation. The accumulation of WBC's in the Buffy coat can be enhanced by recycling the concentrated red cell stream. Cells normally lost out the concentrated stream therefore have an increased likelihood of being isolated in the Buffy coat. Plasma is recycled to adjust blood chamber feed HCT.
whole blood $\rightarrow$ plasma recycle $\rightarrow$ plasma

accumulation of huffy coat

red-cell recycle $\rightarrow$ concentrated red cells

Figure 9
applying Sartory's idea of recycling separated plasma at a sufficient rate to keep feed blood at any desired hematocrit.

Several process designs can be used in conjunction with recycle concepts depending on which fractional component of the blood is desired. Slightly different schemes have been proposed for obtaining WBC's, platelet rich and platelet poor plasma or combinations of these three fractions. These will be discussed in greater detail in a later section.

4.1.2 Application of Recycle Concepts to Blood Separations

The analysis of recycle concepts as applied to blood separations begins with the setting up of material balances around the process for the various blood components. Since it is considerably more difficult to efficiently separate the WBC's from the RBC's than it is to separate platelets from either of these two species, the application of material balance equations will be limited to RBC's and WBC's.

The analysis will begin with a look at the RBC's since RBC concentration is such an important factor in effecting the sedimentation rates of recycled streams and in stream viscosities for pump design. For this analysis we assume that for all cases no RBC's exit the "light end" (plasma end of Figure 9), but that the centrifugal
force and residence time are great enough to allow for complete separation of the RBC's from the plasma. We also assume that the whole blood feed and recycled streams are well mixed to form a homogeneous mixture of plasma and blood components into the separation chamber.

First, RBC balances are taken around the overall process and the recycle-feed stream mixing point for Figure 1. The balance equations appear below:

Overall RBC balance

\[ R_A Q_A = R_H Q_H \]  \hspace{1cm} (21)

Mixing point RBC balance:

\[ R_A Q_A + R_D Q_D = R_B Q_B \]  \hspace{1cm} (22)

where: A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H are the various process streams referring to Figure 9;

- R refers to the red cell concentration (by volume) of the designated streams;
- Q refers to the flow rate of the designated stream.

Rearrangement of equation(21) allows us to solve for the red cell concentration of the concentrated RBC
stream H:

\[ R_H = \frac{R_A Q_A}{Q_H} \]  \hspace{1cm} (23)

By observation we notice that the hematocrit will vary as a function of the flow rate of stream H, and that \( Q_H \) cannot be smaller than the product \( R_A Q_A \) because the maximum red cell concentration cannot be greater than 100%.

Next it is important to determine the effect of recycling concentrated RBC's and plasma upon the red cell concentration of blood entering the separation chamber at stream B. First a mass balance is made around the mixing point:

\[ Q_A + Q_C + Q_D = Q_B \]  \hspace{1cm} (24)

Solving equation (22) for \( R_B \) and combining with equation (24) gives:

\[ R_B = \frac{R_A Q_A + R_D Q_D}{Q_D + Q_A + Q_C} \]

Dividing the top and bottom of the above equation by \( Q_H \), using equation (23) and realizing that \( R_D = R_H \) gives:
\[ R_B = R_H \left[ \frac{Q_D/Q_H}{(Q_D/Q_H) + (Q_A + Q_C)/Q_H} + 1 \right] \]

Noting that \( Q_D/Q_H \) is the recycle rate for the concentrated RBC product stream and redefining it as the variable \( R \), the above equation becomes:

\[ R_B = R_H \left[ \frac{R + 1}{R + (Q_A + Q_C)/Q_H} \right] \quad (25) \]

If the values for \( Q_A, Q_H \text{ and } R_H \) are fixed it is apparent that red cell concentration at B is dependent on the recycle ratio of the concentrated stream and the amount of plasma recycled. In many cases \( R_B \) will be a fixed value to give desired fractional recoveries for specified cellular components. In such cases it is important to determine the amount of plasma that must be recycled as a function of the recycle ratio in order to keep \( R_B \) constant. Rearrangement of equation (25) to solve for \( Q_C \) gives:

\[ Q_C = Q_H \left[ (R_H/R_B) (R + 1) - R \right] - Q_A \quad (26) \]
Next a look will be taken at the separation of a specified cellular component from the RBC's, in this case white blood cells. For this, WBC balances are taken around the overall process and the recycle-feed stream mixing point. Note that often these separations are not entirely steady state processes or equilibrium separations since separated WBC's collect in a buffy coat and are not removed from the process until a sufficient quantity of WBC's have been collected. At this point flow out the concentrated end (stream H) and recycling is stopped in order to push the collected buffy coat out the plasma end of the chamber. For the purpose of writing balance equations \( Q_{WE} \) will be defined as the rate of white cell collection in the buffy coat. Balance equations appear below:

\[
W_A Q_A = Q_{WE} + W_H Q_H
\]  

mixing point WBC balance:

\[
W_A Q_A + W_D Q_D = W_B Q_B
\]

The rate at which WBC's are collected in the buffy coat, \( Q_{WE} \), is dependent upon the separation efficiency. The separation efficiency for the recycle process is identical to the WBC fractional recovery, \( f_w \), for a separation stage without recycle having the same feed and exit stream conditions as are found in streams
B, E and F of Figure 1. As was shown earlier, values can be determined either experimentally or from theoretical predictions. Therefore, $Q_{WE}$ can be defined as follows:

$$Q_{WE} = f_w W_B Q_B$$  \hspace{1cm} (29)

Simultaneous solution of equations (27), (28) and (29) will give the overall process efficiency for collection of WBC's based on concentrated stream recycle ratio and the $f_w$ value for the non-recycle case for streams B, E and F. First equation (29) is substituted into equation (27) to give the concentration of WBC's in stream H:

$$W_H = (W_A Q_A - f_w W_B Q_B)/Q_H$$

Noting that $W_D = W_H$, the above expression is substituted into equation (28) and rearranged to solve for $W_B$:

$$W_B = \frac{W_A Q_A [1 + (Q_D/Q_H)]}{Q_B [1 + f_w (Q_D/Q_H)]}$$

Recalling that $Q_D/Q_H$, the concentrated stream recycle ratio, was defined as the variable $R$, and substituting $W_B$ into equation (29), one can solve for the ratio of WBC's collected to WBC's initially fed to the process in stream A:

$$\frac{Q_{WE}}{W_A Q_A} = \frac{1 + R}{1/f_w + R}$$  \hspace{1cm} (30)
4.1.3 Implications of Design Theory

The value of $Q_{WE}/W_{A}^{A}$ is referred to as the overall efficiency for the recycle process. A plot of the recycle efficiency as a function of recycle rate with fractional recovery as a parameter appears in Figure 10. The same kind of information is plotted in a different way in Figure 11 which shows recycle efficiency as a function of fractional recovery with recycle rate as a parameter.

Both plots have their advantages. Plots like Figure 10 are important where the maximum allowable recycle rate is fixed for a particular blood chamber design and it is desired to know just how much the separation efficiency can be increased. Figure 11 is important for design purposes. If a particular recycle efficiency is desired for a specified $f_{W}$ value one can determine the range of recycle rates for which the blood chamber must be designed. Both plots reveal that efficiencies can be significantly increased by recycling the concentrated separation product.

It may be helpful at this point to set forth a typical example of how separation efficiencies may be increased and what implications this may have on the final design. Using various apparatuses, investigators have found using single stage processing and no recycle that they are able to recover between 20 and 60% of the feed WBC's in a buffy coat (2, 47, 58).
Figure 10. WBC Collection Efficiency for Fixed Maximum Recycle Rate. The graph shows the effect of recycle on WBC collection efficiency. The fractional recovery for the case without recycle is chosen as the parameter.
Figure 10
Figure 11. WBC Collection Efficiency with Recycle for Fixed Non-Recycle Fractional Recovery. For a given fractional recovery for the non-recycle case the graph indicates the recycle rate that would be required in order to obtain a desired efficiency.
WBC Collection Efficiency
Selecting an intermediate value of 40%, Figures 10 and 11 reveal that for recycle rates of 5, 10 and 50, recycle efficiencies are determined to be 80, 88 and 97% consecutively. With these efficiencies and an extracorporeal shunt of 100 cc/min, a rate near the maximum feasible value (53), collection times for $1 \times 10^{11}$ WBC's would be 125, 114 and 103 minutes for the respective recycle rates. These collection times compare to a time of 250 minutes for the same shunt without recycle. Thus by recycling the concentrated stream it appears to be possible to reduce donor patient machine connection times to less than half of that for the case without recycle.

4.1.4 Process Design Constraints for Recycle Processes

There are several process design constraints that must be considered when using recycle processing for blood separations. These stem from the fact that when the recycle rate is increased, the flow rate through the separation chamber will also increase. Increased flow rate will result in decreased residence times and increased shear rates. Compensation for the reduced residence times may be made by increasing centrifuge rpm. However, compensation can be made for both the reduced residence time and the increased shear rate by increasing the cross-sectional area of the separation chamber.
If cross sectional area is increased so that the superficial velocity is held constant with increasing flow, residence time will also be held constant. This will also have the effect of drastically reducing shear rates, since shear rate is an inverse function of the cube of the radius. On the other hand blood chamber volumes may become so large that patient blood volume depletion becomes a problem. An alternative is to hold shear rate constant with increasing flow rate, but additional compensation will have to be made for increasing superficial velocities by increasing the centrifuge rpm. A more theoretical analysis for the problems associated with increased flow in recycle chambers is developed and discussed in the next section.

4.1.5 Analysis of Chamber Design for Increased Flow in Recycle Chambers

The volume requirement for the blood chamber, $V_c$, is determined by the following simple relationship:

$$V_c = \pi r_o^2 L$$

(31)

where:

$L$ = length of blood chamber

$r_o$ = radius of blood chamber

If it is desired to keep the superficial velocity constant $r_o$ is determined as follows:
where:

\[ Q = \text{feed flow rate to blood chamber (stream B)} \]

\[ V_{le} = "light end" \text{ superficial velocity} \]

On the other hand if it was desired to hold the shear rate constant \( r_o \) would be determined from the following equation:

\[ r_o = \sqrt[3]{\frac{4Q}{\pi \gamma}} \]  

(33)

where:

\[ \gamma = \text{shear rate} \]

From the above set of relationships it can be shown that blood chamber volumes will increase more rapidly with flow rate for the case of holding the superficial velocity constant than for that of holding the shear rate constant. This is simply due to the fact that \( r_o \) is a function of the square root of the flow rate when \( V_{le} \) is constant while it is a function of the cubic root of the flow rate when \( \gamma \) is held constant. A drastic increase in volume requirements will reveal design constraints because of the limited volume of blood which can safely be removed from the patient.

On the other hand for the case where shear rate is held constant centrifuge rpm limitations may become an important factor. Since \( r_o \) does not increase as rapidly
with increasing flow rate, the superficial velocity will increase. The increase in superficial velocity must be compensated for by a corresponding increase in sedimentation velocities for cellular components. This of course means that rpm must increase as well.

For the previous example of section 4.1.3 with recycle rates of 5, 10 and 50 for a concentrated stream hematocrit of 80%, a process feed rate of 100 cc/min, and stream B hematocrit of 40%, the recycle stream flow rates (stream D) would be 250, 500 and 2500 cc/min consecutively. In order to maintain stream B hematocrits at 40%, plasma flow rates from equation (26) are calculated to be 250, 500 and 2500 cc/min. Thus stream B flow rates would be 600, 1100 and 5100 cc/min respectively. Tables 6 and 7 show the effect on the volume requirement of holding the superficial velocity constant and the shear rate constant respectively. The length of the blood chamber was taken as 30 cm.

Table 6 reveals that although shear rates will cause no problems at all with increased feed flow rates, the volume requirements will become excessive. Since the limiting volume which can be removed from a patient is somewhere between 500 and 1000 ml, recycle rates could not be increased much above a value of 5.

Table 7 on the other hand reveals that volume
Table 6

Effect of Holding Superficial Velocity Constant with Increasing Feed Flow Rate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recycle Rate</th>
<th>$Q$ (ml/min)</th>
<th>$V_{le}$ (cm/min)</th>
<th>$r_0$ (cm)</th>
<th>$V_{c3}$ (cm$^3$)</th>
<th>$\gamma$ (sec$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>3.74</td>
<td>1320</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>5100</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>8.05</td>
<td>6120</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 7

Effect of Holding Shear Rate Constant with Increasing Feed Flow Rate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recycle Rate (ml/min)</th>
<th>Q (sec⁻¹)</th>
<th>Y (cm)</th>
<th>V_0 (cm³)</th>
<th>V_c (cm³)</th>
<th>V_le (cm/min)</th>
<th>rpm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>261</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>2230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>5100</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.79</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>2900</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
requirements do not become excessive even at recycle rates of 50. The centrifuge rpm must be increased however, in order to provide higher sedimentation velocities to compensate for the increased superficial velocities. Maximum rpm generally used for blood processing with centrifuges of this size are around 3000. Table 7 reveals that recycle rates as high as 50 would be possible. Centrifuge heads must be constructed so that they can accommodate the higher G-forces, however. Because of the need for sturdier construction of the heads to accommodate the higher rpm, economic factors may become a consideration as well. All things considered however, it appears that it would be wiser to design recycle processes such that shear rate is kept constant or at least below some predetermined maximum. This would allow for higher recycle rates to be used and therefore allow high efficiencies to be obtained.

4.1.6 Design Alternatives for Recycle Processing

The following will be a discussion of some typical design flow schemes for recycle operations. Figure 9 depicts a method for harvesting WBC's and platelets in a buffy coat. In reality the process is discontinuous with respect to the collection of the harvested cells. The buffy coat is allowed to build up, then the recycle streams and the concentrated RBC stream are shut down while the
buffy coat is collected out the plasma end. Processes employing recycle concepts which provide WBC's and platelet rich plasma on a continuous basis may be used as well. These processes require more than one stage and are shown in Figures 12 and 13.

Figure 12 depicts a dual stage recycle process where platelet rich plasma (PRP) and buffy coat are routed to a second stage. In the second stage WBC's are separated from the PRP and harvested on a continuous basis. Meanwhile a portion of the PRP is recycled for hematocrit control and the remainder is either harvested or reinfused into the donor patient.

Figure 13 describes a 3 stage process with the first two stages having functions identical to those of Figure 12. The third stage is then used to concentrate platelets and harvest them continuously. Some of the platelet poor plasma from the third stage is recycled for hematocrit control while some is routed out of the separation process to be collected or reinfused into the donor patient.

4.1.7 Concluding Remarks Concerning Recycle Processing

Future research may reveal that identical techniques may be employed for the separation of different white cell types from each other or even the separation of reticulocytes from older red cells. In fact the
Figure 12. Dual Stage Recycle Centrifugation with Continuous Buffy Coat Collection in Second Stage. WBC's can be harvested continuously for the recycle process if the buffy coat and plasma are routed to a second stage. In this case WBC's are concentrated in the second stage while platelet rich plasma is recycled for HCT adjustment.
Figure 12
Figure 13. Triple Stage Recycle Centrifugation with Continuous Collection of Buffy Coat and Platelets. Both platelets and WBC's may be harvested continuously as individual products using this process scheme. Platelet poor plasma is recycled for HCT control while the Buffy coat is concentrated in the second stage and platelets in the third stage.
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Figure 13
One would expect the above analysis of recycle processing to give predictions which are quite accurate for enhanced recovery efficiencies for cellular components if the $f_1$ values for single stage no recycle are known. However, as with the case for the analysis of the effect of rouleau formation on separation, the above analysis for recycle processing is only the first step. Predicted separation efficiencies must be compared with actual experimental data for each blood chamber type. However, the above analysis does give the experimental investigator a good "picture" of how separation efficiencies can be enhanced through recycle processing and where he might expect to find the most ideal operating conditions for a particular design.

Thus far the theoretical development has been restricted to the separation of white cells, but the theory can be readily extended to platelet separations. Essentially for the approach for platelet separation the same equations may be applied with a substitution of platelet concentration for WBC concentration. If all of the platelets are found in the buffy coat of Figure 9 the approach is identical to that which was done for
the WBC analysis. $Q_{WE}$ would be replaced by $Q_{PE}$ for the rate of platelet collection and all white cell concentrations would be replaced by platelet concentrations.

The superficial velocity of the plasma may however, be great enough to carry platelets but not WBC's out the plasma exit port. In this case the $Q_{PE}$ term will still represent the amount of platelets being separated in the recycle process (assuming no platelets are trapped in the buffy coat). If it were desired to harvest these platelets they would have to be concentrated in a second stage where plasma superficial velocity out the top of the second stage was low enough to allow platelets to settle and concentrate. Similar adjustments in superficial velocities would have to be made in order to separate both WBC's and platelets in a three stage process.

4.2. STAGES IN SERIES

4.2.1. Extension of Single Stage Development to Stages in Series

As was shown previously fractional recoveries out of the "light end" (innermost radius) of a radial-type centrifugal separation chamber can be predicted using equation (17):

$$f_i = \frac{(V_p - \tilde{V}_i)}{F} \frac{C_i,s}{C_{i,F}}$$
where: 
\[ f_i = \text{the fraction of species } i \text{ passing} \]
out of the "light end" of the stage
with respect to the amount of component \( i \) in the feed stream to the stage

\[ V_P = \text{superficial velocity (flow rate/} \]
cross-sectional area) of the plasma
traveling toward the "light end"
within the separation chamber

\[ \dot{V}_i = \text{the sedimentation rate of component} \]
\[ i \]

\[ C_{i,s} = \text{concentration of component } i \]
within the stage

\[ C_{i,F} = \text{concentration of component } i \text{ in} \]
the feed stream to the stage.

Superficial velocities toward the light end
of the centrifuge chamber may be adjusted to exceed the
sedimentation velocity of the RBC. When this is done
the separation of RBC from plasma will no longer be
complete and RBC's will be found exiting the "light
end" along with WBC's and platelets. From an engineer-
ing standpoint such a scheme may prove to be advantageous,
however, if a series of stages were employed. The flow
scheme for such a process is shown in Figure 14. Although
RBC's are carried out of the "light end" of each successive
stage along with other components, the RBC fractional re-
covery would theoretically be substantially lower than
Figure 14. Stages in Series for Cell Harvesting. Superficial velocity toward the "light end" can be increased such that all cell types are carried through a series of stages. Cells with greater settling velocities will gradually be separated out with each sequential stage. Cells of lower settling velocities will maintain higher fractional recoveries with each successive stage.
Figure 14
that of the lighter components. The reason for this is simply that RBC sedimentation velocities are substantially higher than those for the lighter components of the blood. This can be easily demonstrated after modifying equation (17) by replacing $V_p$ with $V_{le}$ where the subscript le stands for light end. The new equation appears below:

$$f_i = \frac{(V_{le} - \bar{V}_i) C_{i,s}}{F C_{i,F}}$$

Now feed rates per cross sectional area can be substantially increased to allow for higher values for $V_{le}$. An example case may be set forth for a centrifuge operating at 1500 rpm with a blood chamber located at a 10 cm radius. At a feed rate per cross-sectional area of 10 cm/min for blood with a 20% HCT and a "light end" superficial velocity of 8.9 cm/min, the fractional recoveries for red and white cells would be 0.556 and 0.822 respectively (these values were calculated using $\bar{V}_R$ and $\bar{V}_W$ values from Table 4).

4.2.2 Implications of Design Analysis

For stages in series the $f_i$ values can be multiplied together for each successive stage to determine the overall fractional recovery of component $i$. A hypothetical case is henceforth presented to demonstrate the effect of separating cellular compon-
ents in a series of stages. For this case the $f_{RBC}$ values are taken as 0.556 for each of four successive stages while those for the WBC's are taken as 0.822. It is assumed that HCT's and flow rates can be adjusted for each successive stage to keep these fractional recoveries constant. The overall fractional recovery after four stages is calculated below using the following equation:

$$f_1 = f_{i1} \times f_{i2} \times f_{i3} \times f_{i4}$$

$$f_{RBC} = (0.556)^4 = 0.096$$

$$f_{WBC} = (0.822)^4 = 0.605$$

This hypothetical separation scheme appears attractive in that WBC recoveries are kept relatively high with each successive stage while RBC numbers are drastically reduced. If additional stages could be added while maintaining the same $f_1$ values, one would find that after 6 stages the RBC numbers are reduced below 3% of the original number in the feed while overall WBC recovery is about 31%. Of course this is merely a hypothetical case, but the example does show that stagewise separation techniques may have potential for separating two components with $f_1$ values that are significantly different.
Analysis of stages in series can be better understood with the aid of Figure 15 where percent overall recovery is plotted versus stage number with fractional recovery as a parameter. Referring to the figure one sees that if fractional recoveries can be held constant that after ten successive stages the overall recovery for WBC's will be greater than 80%. Meanwhile the plot reveals that almost all of the RBC's will have been eliminated.

4.2.3 Concluding Remarks Concerning Design Implications

The above findings reveal that the potential application of the stages in series for more efficient separations have great potential. Whether or not fractional recoveries can be maintained at high levels throughout successive stages must be investigated through experimentation. One would suspect that variations in degree of rouleau formation as more and more RBC's are removed through successive stages would have a drastic effects upon the overall efficiencies. In fact unless efforts are made to adjust hematocrits in the later stages, an azeotropic-like condition will probably occur when the degree of rouleau formation falls off. At this point further separations between red and white cells would be impossible. Experimental
Figure 15. Overall Fractional Recovery Through a Series of Stages. Overall fractional recoveries $f_i$ are plotted as a function of stage number with individual stage fractional recoveries as a parameter. The plots assume that individual stage fractional recoveries can be held constant for a particular component through sequential stages.
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data indicating the range of HCTs where further separations becomes difficult must be obtained in order to further the design strategy of such processes.

4.3 MULTISTAGE PROCESSING

4.3.1 Discussion of Multistage Theory as it Relates to Blood Processing

In the analysis for the processing of blood in a series of stages the "heavy end" process streams (streams exiting at the outermost diameter of a blood chamber) are drawn off from each successive stage. In actual experimental or clinical runs these streams would either be discarded or reinfused into the patient. Exiting with each "heavy end" process stream is a portion of the desired product(s) WBC's and/or platelets. Obviously as the amount of desired product lost to the "heavy end" streams increases the efficiency of the process decreases.

The loss of desired separation product may in fact be reduced by recycling the "heavy end" streams of each stage back to the preceding stage thereby enhancing the overall efficiency of the process. It may be found in fact that the ideal feed stage may not be the first stage, but rather one of the intermediate stages. A flow diagram for such a process appears in Figure 16 where "heavy end" process streams are pumped
A process which is analogous to fractional distillation processes in chemical industries can be applied to blood separations. Stages to the right of the feed stage provide for a gradual enriching of "lighter" cells while those to the left for the gradual enriching of "heavier" cells.
Figure 16
to preceding stages while "light end" process streams are routed to successive stages by mass balance.

The above process description is analogous to multistage fractional distillation processes found in the chemical and petroleum industries. An industrial distillation process consists of a series of stages or trays stacked on top of each other to form a column or tower. Within these towers vapor rising from each tray comes into intimate contact with the liquid stream from the tray immediately above it (86). There is never a complete separation between two or more chemical components in any one stage but rather an enriching of the more volatile components as the vapor phase passes upward through each successive tray of the column. As liquid passes downward through successive trays the heavier less volatile component is enriched through what's referred to as a stripping process. When a feed stream enters somewhere in the middle of a distillation column the upper half is referred to as the rectifying section while the lower half is referred to as the stripping section (86).

A schematic drawing representing an industrial distillation column appears in Figure 17. Vapor rising off of the top tray is condensed and a portion of the
Industrial chemical separations can be accomplished through phase equilibrium of rising vapor with falling liquid on a series of plates. The driving forces in centrifugal separations are "upward" flow and "downward" settling of cellular components. Blood separation stages cannot be stacked on top of each other, however, since there is little density difference between rising fluid and settling cells. Instead, streams are passed from stage to stage either by pumps or mass flow.
Figure 17
condensed liquid is refluxed to come in contact with rising vapor from the second tray. The remainder of the condensate forms the distillate product which is comprised of less volatile components. A portion of the liquid product from the bottom tray is vaporized in the reboiler to come in contact with the liquid on the first tray.

In many respects multicomponent multistage distillation theory is synonymous to the theory used in analyzing the centrifugal stagewise separation of blood components. There even are similar problems associated with distillation processes which are expected to occur in multistage centrifugal processing as well. One such problem which was discussed earlier is one of the formation of azeotropic-like conditions at low HCTs. Another is the complex task of optimizing the separation process. Optimization can become very involved. Optimization tasks include the location of the optimum feed location, determination of process flow rates, "heavy end" and "light end" recycle rates and adjustment of superficial stage velocities through the variation of stage cross-sectional diameters.

To thoroughly investigate all of the above optimization procedures and all of the theory behind
multistage processing of blood would be a formidable task. Instead since the intent of this dissertation is merely to discover the critical design parameters for blood separation and to conceptualize improved methods of blood separation, the discussion of theory and optimization will be limited. Some of the major similarities and differences between distillation and multistage processing of blood will be discussed, and then some simplified approaches for analyzing multistage blood processing will be set forth.

One important difference between distillation processes and multistage blood processing is that driving forces for the former are heat and gravity while with blood processing the driving forces are flow and centrifugal force. Another important difference is that the condenser and reboiler sections are replaced by recycle streams for blood processing. Also in blood processing there are no vapor streams present. Instead there are "light end" streams richer in slower sedimenting components and "heavy end" streams richer in faster sedimenting components for each stage. Note also that the "light" and "heavy end" streams of adjacent stages do not come in contact on a plate as in distillation, but are mixed in the feed line or at the entrance of a stage.
Similarities between the two processes exist with how component separations take place. As is the case with distillation the rectifying portion of a stagewise centrifugal process will provide for a gradual enriching of the lighter components. For example, when whole blood is the feed stream to the process, an enriching of the WBC's and platelets (lighter components) and a decrease in concentration in the RBC's (heavier components) should occur.

The stripping section of a centrifugal process would provide for the enriching of the heavier or faster sedimenting component with a stripping out of the lighter or slower sedimenting components. For a centrifugal process consisting of just a stripping section, a bottom product (left most "heavy end" stream of Figure 16) of pure RBC's void of any other cellular components might be expected. However, the "light end" stream from the feed stage would not be very pure in the "lighter" components. Although a high fractional recovery of "lighter" or slower settling components might be obtained at the feed stage, these components would be diluted with "heavier"
or faster settling components. Combining the rectifying portion and the stripping portion with the feed stage at the center would form what resembles a fractionating column. Thus a bottoms stream very rich in RBC's and a tops stream very rich in WBC's and platelets would be obtained. The bottoms stream could then be channeled to another multistaged separation process for separation of reticulocytes and older RBC's. Likewise the tops or "light end" stream could be processed through a series of other multistaged processes to separate it into various products such as platelets, granulocytes, lymphocytes, and monocytes. This is analogous to industrial processing where distillation trains are used for the separation of multiple component feed stocks into individual components.

As mentioned previously a distillation phenomenon analogous to a potential problem in centrifugal separations is the azeotropic condition. An azeotrope occurs in distillation when component concentrations are such that a constant boiling mixture is formed after which no further separations can be made. A similar condition may occur in centrifugal processing with the break up of the red cell rouleau. Rouleau
aggregates are broken up in regions of high shear rate generally felt to be above 5 sec\(^{-1}\) (80). Regions of high shear exist for high flow rates through small diameter tubes or for blood passing through a peristaltic pump. Due to the great amount of interstage pumping and passage through small diameter interstage tubing, rouleau breakdown could potentially be a major deterrent to multistage processing.

There are ways, however, in which the problem of rouleau breakdown may be reduced. One method would be to position the pumps such that they will be handling the higher hematocrit streams. The higher hematocrit streams would be those coming off the "heavy end" of each centrifugal stage. "Light end" streams would then pass from stage to stage because of material balance as was illustrated in Figure 16. Another aid would be to avoid the use of tubing which has diameters small enough to induce shear rates above the limiting value of 5 sec\(^{-1}\). A formula for the maximum shear rate based on tube radius is given below:\(^{(57)}\):

\[
\gamma = - \frac{4Q}{\pi r_o^3} \tag{36}
\]

where:
\[
\gamma = \text{shear rate (sec}^{-1}\text{)}
\]
\[
Q = \text{flow rate (ml/sec)}
\]
\[
r_o = \text{tube radius (cm)}
\]
Thus for a flow rate of 10 ml/min the minimum tube radius required to keep shear rates below the 5 sec\(^{-1}\) value would be about 3.5 mm.

Another method of combating the problem is to use rouleau enhancers or sedimenting agents such as hydroxyethyl starch (HES) or dextran. As previously stated; however, the future use of sedimenting agents may be restricted. An alternative solution to the problem of rouleau breakdown might be to take advantage of the fact that the rouleau disassociate. Process conditions could be set so that the top end product is removed as a mixture of WBC's and RBC's just before major rouleau disassociation occurs. The stream could then be subjected to high shear rates so that all of the rouleau are broken down. Once this is done the WBC sedimentation rate will exceed that of the RBC and the process stream could be channeled to another stage-wise separation unit where WBC's becomes the "heavy end" product and RBC's the "light end" product.

4.3.2. Development of Simplified Approaches and Implications

In order to more fully understand multistage processing a stripping section will be analyzed in order to determine how process efficiencies might be affected for white cell harvesting. The stripping
section is a critical section since it must have the capacity to send the majority of the feed WBC's to a rectifying section in order for a process to be made efficient.

Figure 18 illustrates a model stripping section where patient blood is processed through a series of six stages. To demonstrate how white cell separation efficiencies are affected by a stripping section the analysis for the model process in Figure 18 will be simplified. For this simplification all "heavy end" and "light end" flow rates are assumed to be constant throughout the process. "Light end" streams will be assumed to consist of WBC's from the buffy coat and plasma only. "Heavy end" streams are assumed to be at constant HCT throughout the six stages. Because process "light and heavy end" flow rates and HCT's for these streams are assumed to be constant, the fractional recoveries $f_w$ for each stage will also be constant. The fact that all $f_w$ values are equal simplifies the solution of mass balance equations to find the overall efficiency of the process for separating WBC's. An equation for the efficiency of the six stage process derived from mass balance equations appears below:

$$
\varepsilon = \frac{1 + (1-f_w)/f_w^5 - 3(1-f_w)^2/f_w^4 + (1-f_w)^3/f_w^3}{1 + (1-f_w)/f_w^6 - 4(1-f_w)^2/f_w^5 + 3(1-f_w)^3/f_w^5}
$$

(37)
Figure 18. Stripping Section for Harvesting WBC's and Platelets. For this, "light end" streams containing buffy coat and plasma are routed through the stages counterflow to the heavy end streams. WBC's are harvested in a stage while concentrated RBC's and platelet rich plasma are re-infused to the patient. In order to decrease the loss of WBC's and platelets "heavy end" streams can be passed through successive stages.
Figure 19 shows that with this model that overall efficiencies are drastically increased especially as the single stage $f_w$ value exceeds a value of 0.4. The efficiencies for a six stage stripping section are compared to those for when the white cells are separated from each "light end" process stream before it is routed to its successive stage (process shown in Figure 20). The relationship describing this removal of buffy coat from successive stages is as follows:

$$
\epsilon = 1 - (1-f_w)^6
$$

(38)

Referring back to Figure 19, it is observed that the removal of buffy coat from each successive stage is more efficient than the stripping section. However, one must realize that the latter process is far more complex involving additional stages for WBC concentration as well as additional pumping to handle more process flow lines. One must decide if it is worth sacrificing simplicity in order to improve the efficiency.

In any event, even these simplified approaches show that various multistage processes may have potential application. A more detailed analysis of multistage separation is beyond the intent of this dissertation. The intent at this time is to show that such processes
Figure 19. WBC Collection Efficiency for a Stripping Section and Collection from Successive Stages. A six stage stripping section shows increased efficiencies over those for a single stage process. Even better results are obtained when theuffy coat is collected after each stage and only platelet rich plasma is routed to the next stage. Such a process would add a great deal of complexity, however.
Figure 20. Collection of Buffy Coat from Successive Stages. Process efficiencies can be further increased by concentrating and collecting the buffy coat before each "light end" stream is routed to its successive stage. The complexity and excess volume requirements for this process may cause severe limitations in its potential applications, however.
Figure 20
have potential application. Such processes will most likely prove to be even of greater importance when it is desired to separate closely related cell types from each other.

4.3.3. Potential Stagewise Process Designs

Process designs for stages in series and multi-stage apparatuses are many and varied. Several potential designs are presented and discussed in Appendix A. First, a brief description is given for a series of schematic illustrations of each potential process design. This is followed by a more detailed discussion of each.
5.1. EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT

A dual stage continuous seal-less centrifuge was constructed which has the capability of being used at 200-2000 rpm. The device is nearly identical to one which has been constructed and patented by the National Institute of Health in Bethesda, Maryland. The only design alterations were the use of a different motor to drive the centrifuge, and a slight design modification so the centrifuge could be attached to from the top and the bottom. A 1/4 Hp Bodine Electric Co. motor (Chicago, IL) was used to drive the centrifuge instead of one manufactured by Electro-craft Corporation (Hopkins, MN). The Bodine motor was found to be more economical. The ability to attach to the top of the centrifuge was desired so that potential vibrational problems could be reduced. It was found however, that vibrations were low enough so that the centrifuge could be run without attachment from the top.
Features of the device include a dynamic bearing balance system to reduce vibrations, the use of multilumen tubing for entrance and exit streams to the blood chamber, three individually controlled peristaltic pumps for control of process streams, and an antitwister mechanism to allow for direct connection of the tubes to the top of a rotating centrifuge rotor without any twisting or shearing. Since the blood no longer has to pass through a rotating seal, this seal-less design can offer increased blood flow-rates as well as increased rotational speeds without a corresponding rise in shear stress.

The concept of an antitwister mechanism was first conceived by Adams (85) and was patented in 1971 for use in supplying electrical contact to a rotating device with continuous wires. Since then, the idea has been extended to blood separations (60, 61).

The principle may be explained by first imagining two or more flexible tubes of three foot lengths attached to a solid support. The tubes are attached at a second point one foot down to the inside of a hollow shaft. If the hollow shaft is contained in the outer edge of two stacked ten-inch long rotating blades having an angular velocity of $+\omega$ then the hollow shaft must be counter-rotated at an angular velocity of $-\omega$ to keep the tubes from being twisted. Now the remaining two feet of tubing is looped
to form a U-shape so that the free ends pass through two holes located on the central axis of the stacked rotating blades. If the free ends of the tubes are allowed to rotate independently from the blades, one will find that the tube ends will be rotating at an angular velocity of $+2\omega$. Now if the free ends of the tubes are held within a second hollow shaft rotating at $+2\omega$ and on top of the shaft rests a centrifuge rotor, one can have a blood centrifuge with tubes available for a continuous supply of fresh blood and for the continuous removal of separated components.

The centrifuge head design (also patented by NIH) consisted of two silicone blood chamber inserts supported by aluminum retaining walls to form two spiral-shaped blood processing chambers.

5.2. METHODS

5.2.1. Experimental Procedures

The two chamber design was used to obtain all of the experimental process data for single stage, recycle, and stagewise processing. Blood feed streams entered at an intermediate diameter of the spirals while faster settling cellular components were harvested from the outermost diameter and slower settling components from the innermost diameter.
Blood chambers and connecting tubing were primed with isotonic saline before each run. Either bovine blood or human blood anticoagulated with citrate dextrose was used for the experimental runs. Feed blood was held at body temperature by immersing the feed blood container in a controlled temperature bath. Blood in the feed reservoir was kept from settling by constant stirring with a motorized propeller or by intermittent stirring by hand with a plastic stirring loop.

Centrifuge operating rpm for all of the experimental runs considered in this dissertation was held at or near 1500. Process flow rates were controlled either with one of the three precision controlled pumps (flow rates could be adjusted to $0-130 \pm 0.5 \text{ ml/min}$), or with a heart pump.

5.2.2. Experimental Sampling Procedures and Sample Analysis

Process samples could be taken from all process lines, the feed and product reservoirs, and from the blood chamber itself when centrifuge rotation was stopped. Process stream HCT's were found with the use of a Micro Hematocrit Centrifuge Model MB (International Equipment Co., Needham Heights, Mass.) and a micro hemato-crit reader similar to the one shown in Figure 21.
Figure 21. Micro Hematocrit Reader. The micro hematocrit reading can be obtained by setting the hematocrit capillary vertically on the chart such that the bottom of the red cell end is on the zero line and the top of the plasma end is on the 100 line. The line which passes through the red-cell buffy-coat interface indicates the percent HCT.
Figure 21
Sample RBC and WBC counts were analyzed with a Coulter Counter Model ZBI (Coulter Electronics, Inc., Hialeah, FL).

Identification of leukocyte types in process samples was determined with differential staining techniques under a microscope using Wright's Stain. Granulocyte viabilities were determined by the ability for granulocytes to phagocytize iron carbonyl particles. Basically the viability test is performed by comparing the difference in WBC concentrations for a sample containing micron sized iron particles with a control sample having no iron particles. Viable granulocytes will phagocytize the iron making them heavier and more likely to settle quickly to the bottom of a test tube containing the sample. Further details for the viability study are described by Woltjes (77).

Experimental data used for studying and developing potential process designs was taken when the process reached steady state. Steady state conditions were determined by checking for constant HCT's and cell concentrations for the various process exit streams. For most studies the time required to reach steady state varied between 5 and 15 minutes.
CHAPTER VI

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Experimental runs were performed with a continuous seal-less centrifuge using the two-chambered spiral rotor. These runs were performed to evaluate the design parameters and to test design hypotheses set forth in the design analysis section of this dissertation. Enough preliminary data was obtained in order to shed light on which design parameters are most important and which proposed processes show the greatest potential for future application. All experimental work was aimed at optimizing white cell separations, but hopefully the information gained can be readily extended to the separation of other cellular components as well. The potential application to other particulate separations is also a possibility. Following is a discussion and evaluation of the results obtained from these experimental studies.
6.1. SINGLE STAGE OPERATION

6.1.1. Effect of Red Cell Hematocrit on Separation

A series of runs were made with bovine blood diluted with isotonic saline to determine the effect of HCT on cell separations. An ideal way to observe the effect of HCT on cell separations is to plot experimental red and white cell recoveries for the "light end" (innermost diameter) of a single spiral chamber as a function of percent flow out the "light end". Such plots can be used to check for changes in red cell sedimentation velocity and red and white cell separations as a function of HCT. For instance, an increase in red cell sedimentation velocity would require higher "light end" superficial velocities and plots should therefore show a shifting to the right for higher red cell sedimentation velocities. Increases in red and white cell separation ability would be indicated by increases in the difference between white and red cell fractional recoveries. Figure 22 plots the $f_r$ and $f_w$ values for these runs with hematocrit as a parameter.

Several interesting conclusions can be drawn from Figure 22. In examining the figure two trends seem to be prevalent. With the exception of the 16 HCT run, the curves show a generally increasing relative
Figure 22. Fractional Recovery Data for the "Light End" of a Spiral Chamber. "Light end" fractional recovery data are plotted for 16, 27, 35, 38 and 41% HCT feed blood which has been diluted with saline. The blackened-in points representing white cell recoveries in every case except for the 16 HCT show that white cell recoveries are higher than those for the red cells (open points). This verifies that white cells have a slower settling velocity than red cells except for where red cell rouleau size is significantly reduced as is suspected for the 16 HCT run. As HCT is reduced the curves seem to indicate a general increase between red and white cell recoveries. The curves also show a shifting to the right (higher % flow out (light end")) with HCT showing that cell sedimentation velocities increase with a decrease in cell concentration.
Figure 22
difference in the $f_w$ and $f_r$ values with decreasing HCT at a given percent flow. Secondly, the flux point (point at which cellular species first appear out the "light end") is shifted to the right for decreasing HCT. Percent flow at flux points and maximum relative difference between $f_w$ and $f_r$ appear in Table 8 for the different HCT's.

The general increase in maximum relative difference in $(f_w - f_r)$ supports the hypothesis that white cells can more readily be separated from red cells at lower than normal HCT's. This, of course, is due to the fact that cell-cell interactions are reduced at lower HCT's allowing the sedimentation velocity for the denser, larger red cell rouleau to be much larger relative to that of the white cells. As HCT continues to be reduced, however, a point is reached where red and white cell sedimentation velocities begin to approach each other. This appears to be the case for the 16 HCT run where the two fractional recovery curves begin to overlap. It is at this point that azeotropic-like conditions result because rouleau size has decreased significantly as cell interaction frequency declines.

From the previous analysis set forth in the approach development section, the azeotropic-like condition is not expected until much lower HCT's. This can probably be attributed to the addition of saline diluent
Table 8

Experimental Fractional Recovery Data as a Function of HCT for Saline Dilutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HCT (% RBC's)</th>
<th>F (ml/min)</th>
<th>% LE Flux</th>
<th>( (f_w - f_r)_{\text{max}} )</th>
<th>%LE @( (f_w - f_r)_{\text{max}} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>29-29</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>32-38</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>49-62</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>64-76</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>45-70</td>
<td>-0.36/0.21</td>
<td>70-99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
which in turn causes a dilution of the plasma proteins normally responsible for rouleau formation. If plasma diluents were used instead, the azeotropic-like condition will probably not occur until the lower HCT's.

The shift in flux point to the right with decreasing HCT in Figure 22 adds further verification to the fact that cell sedimentation velocities are increased with decreasing HCT. Therefore, in order for cellular components to be carried by the plasma out the "light end" of the blood chamber, a greater "light end" superficial velocity must exist to compensate for the increased sedimentation velocities.

Fractional recovery data can also be plotted for the "heavy end" as a function of "light end" percent flow. Two such plots appear in Figures 23 and 24 for the 41 and 37 HCT runs. These plots show red cell recoveries to be greater than the white cell recoveries and are almost reverse images of the "light end" plots. Note that there is a similar widening of the red and white cell fractional recovery difference with a decrease in HCT. Again, this is due to the greater relative difference in sedimentation velocities for the red and white cells.
Figure 23. "Heavy End" Fractional Recovery Data for 41% HCT Feed Blood. Blackened-in points representing red cell recoveries show higher values than for the white cells (open points) for the "heavy end" stream. This of course is due to the faster settling velocity for the red cells. Note that white cell recoveries show an immediate tapering off while red cell recoveries show a slope of zero until the flux point is reached. The reason for this is that all of the red cells exit the "heavy end" up until the flux point, but a fraction of the white cells are isolated in the centrifugal blood chamber in the buffy coat.
Figure 23
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Figure 24. "Heavy End" Fractional Recovery Data for 38% HCT Feed Blood. Blackened-in points for red cells again show higher recoveries than those for white cells when the "heavy end" product is analyzed. A greater difference between the red and white cell fractional recoveries is noted for this run which seems to indicate that the greater degree of separation for separation for red and white cells may be achieved as HCT is lowered.
Figure 24
6.1.2. **Modeling of Experimental Results**

A tremendous aid to optimization of a particular design is to curve fit the design data so that separations can be predicted with the use of appropriate equations. This can easily be done with the aid of Statistical Analysis System (SAS) on the University of Oklahoma computer. One begins with a function of the form

\[ f_i = c[g(\%LE)] + d \]  

(39)

where:

- \( f_i \) = fractional recovery of component \( i \)
- \( g(\%LE) \) = function appropriate for the shape of the plotted data
- \( c \& d \) = empirical coefficients

Table 9 shows the function, \( g(\%LE) \), the empirical coefficients and the correlation coefficients for the \( f_w \) and \( f_r \) curves for the "light" and "heavy end" streams for the 45 HCT run.

The proposed functions for the streams fit the data very well with correlation coefficients of 0.964 for the "light end" WBC fractional recoveries and coefficient values above 0.99 for the other streams.
Table 9

Curve Fit of Empirical Data, 45 HCT Run

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>i</th>
<th>Stream</th>
<th>$g(%LE)$</th>
<th>$c$</th>
<th>$d$</th>
<th>$r_c^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>&quot;light&quot;</td>
<td>%LE</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>-0.187</td>
<td>0.997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>&quot;heavy&quot;</td>
<td>%LE</td>
<td>-0.012</td>
<td>1.203</td>
<td>0.992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>&quot;light&quot;</td>
<td>$\ln(%LE)$</td>
<td>0.504</td>
<td>-1.175</td>
<td>0.964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>&quot;heavy&quot;</td>
<td>$\ln(%LE)$</td>
<td>-0.450</td>
<td>2.067</td>
<td>0.992</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Data can be similarly fit for other experimental runs. With the accumulation of much data over a wide range of HCTs the empirical coefficients will likely be found to be a function of HCT, rpm and feed flow rate. With such knowledge fractional recoveries may then be predicted for any set of operating variables. Furthermore systems can be easily optimized by subtracting first derivatives with respect to %LE, rpm and/or feed flow rate of the \( f_x \) function from that of the \( f_w \) function, setting this equal to zero and solving for the appropriate %LE, rpm and/or feed flow rate.

6.2. RECYCLE APPLICATIONS

6.2.1. Effect of Recycle on Efficiency

Table 10 summarizes experimental data for typical recycle runs to isolate WBC's in a buffy coat. Efficiencies for single stage operation with no recycle as well as for the operation of a single stage with recycle are represented in the table. The data indicate that substantial increases in fractional recoveries of WBC's can indeed be obtained through the use of recycle processing. These increases in fractional recovery of WBC's in the buffy coat range from 14 to 122%. Run number 1 showed excellent agreement with predicted recycle efficiencies from equation (30) with
### Table 10

**EFFECT OF RECYCLE ON WHITE CELL RECOVERIES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Blood Type</th>
<th>HCT (feed)</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>ε_{S,S.} (%)</th>
<th>(ε_{R}^{th})</th>
<th>ε_{R} (%)</th>
<th>% Dev. from Prediction</th>
<th>Percent Increase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bovine</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bovine</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>57.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bovine</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>49.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bovine</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>62.1</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>70.5</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>13.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bovine</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>56.3</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>65.8</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>16.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>39*</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Steady State Value is a Theoretical Prediction Based on Experimental Recycle Efficiency.*
a deviation of less than three percent. Runs 2-5 while showing an increase in collection efficiency with recycle, are only in fair agreement with predicted values. Some of this may be due to excessive vibrations occurring in the centrifuge from time to time. Another contributing factor may be the dilution of plasma proteins with the addition of anticoagulant to the blood.

      Due to errors in data taking the efficiency for the single stage, non-recycle case could not be calculated for the run with human blood. The recycle efficiency of 77% is rather high, however, compared to clinical studies without recycle where efficiencies vary between 20 and 40 percent. The corresponding predicted non-recycle efficiency of 39% is within the range obtained from clinical studies, and therefore the 77% efficiency obtained for the recycle process using human blood is quite significant.

6.2.2. Isolation of Specific Leukocyte Types

Another interesting experimental result to consider is the effect of recycle on the isolation of specific leukocyte types in the buffy coat. For this consideration the relative numbers of granulocytes and lymphocytes are looked at for runs 1 and 2 of Table 10.
For run number 1 it was found through differential staining techniques that lymphocyte and granulocyte yields are 57% and less than 1% respectively when the results were analyzed for the non-recycle case, and 85% and 33% respectively for the case with recycle. Similar increased yields for both cell types with recycle are indicated for run number 2. Run 2 showed 22% and 80% recoveries for lymphocytes and granulocytes respectively when the results were analyzed for the non-recycle case, and 73% and 94% respectively for the recycle case. Thus results indicate that substantial increased recoveries can be obtained for both of the major white cell types that would be desired to be harvested in a blood separation process.

6.2.3. Effect of Recycle on Cell Viability

The effect of recycle processing on cell viabilities is also important. The seal-less blood centrifuge has been demonstrated by Kolobow and Ito (53) to have little adverse affect on cell viabilities for single stage and dual stage processing. There is really little difference between Kolobow and Ito's work and the recycle process. The same number of pumps are used for the dual stage operation as for the recycle process. Nevertheless, a test for granulocyte viability was performed for the recycle experimental
run with human blood. Tests revealed a 40% loss in the ability of granulocytes to phagocytize micron sized iron particles. Part of this loss is probably due to the recycle process. Some of the loss however, can probably be attributed to the fact that non-sterile tubing and blood chambers were used for the process. Viability studies should be repeated for the non-flow case where blood is left sitting in a non sterile blood chamber for the period of time which it takes to do a recycle run. Further studies should be performed with sterilized tubing and chambers.

6.2.4. Concluding Remarks Regarding Recycle Processing

Higher recycle efficiencies than those found experimentally might be obtained if enough plasma was recycled to reduce HCT to the feed chamber down to values which will provide for optimum white cell fractional recoveries. The optimum HCT predicted from Figure 8 in the approach development section is between 15 and 20%. Runs should be made over the full range of HCT's to determine the optimum conditions for recycle processing.

Another interesting conclusion from the experimental viability study is that a large percentage of granulocytes were indeed isolated in the buffy coat for the recycle run with human blood. Of the white cells
isolated in the centrifuge head 44% were viable granulocytes, while the WBC's in the feed blood were comprised of approximately 60% viable granulocytes. This means that at least 69% of the granulocytes were isolated in the centrifuge head. Since the particular viability assay used only registers the viable cells, the actual number of granulocytes isolated in the head could even be higher. The isolation of 69% of the granulocytes is higher than that for any other existing leukopheresis device. The highest reported values have been those achieved by Fenwal Corporation (58). Fenwal representatives report granulocyte recoveries of 62% which are much higher than those reported by anyone else. However, Fenwal's high recoveries were accomplished with the use of red cell sedimenting agents, while the recycle recoveries were not. Further studies need to be done to verify the high recoveries of granulocytes with the recycle process. This preliminary design data for the recycle process is quite promising, however.

As previously discussed in the approach development section a design limitation of recycle processing is the higher blood chamber volume requirements needed at higher recycle rates. As recycle rate increases so does the volumetric flow through the blood chamber. Therefore to keep residence times constant in order for
adequate separation to occur, cross-sectional areas and therefore total volume of the blood chamber must be increased. The above runs were performed with system feed rates of 2-5 ml/min. With recycle rates of 5-10, the blood chamber feed flow rate was increased to about 25 ml/min. For this process to be clinically applicable system feed rates would have to be increased to 50-100 ml/min. It would also be desirable to look at much larger recycle rates for this process. Therefore, additional experimental runs should be conducted with blood chambers of increased cross-sectional area to determine whether the larger system feed flow rates and larger recycle rates can indeed be accommodated.

6.3. PROCESSING WITH STAGES IN SERIES

6.3.1. Discussion of Experimental Study

The two-chambered centrifuge head was used to obtain experimental fractional recovery data for a pseudo six-stage run. Effluent from the "light end" of the first stage was routed to the second stage while effluent from the "light end" of the second stage was collected. "Heavy end" effluents were sampled and discarded but the collected "light end" effluent from the second stage was saved and later used to make a second similar run through the dual-staged operation.
"Light end" effluent from the second stage again was saved for a third run. Thus six stages were passed through in all with a decreasing feed HCT to each successive stage.

Experimental fractional recovery data were determined for the pseudo six-stage run and are summarized in Table 11. As predicted in the process development section fractional recoveries for the white cells, \( f_w \)'s, could be kept relatively high through each successive stage when the percent flow out the "light end" was kept high. Fractional recoveries for the red cells, \( f_r \)'s, were always lower than those of the white cells except for the case at 2\% HCT. Here the \( f_w \) value shows a sharp drop to zero and \( f_r \) is just above zero. The low value for \( f_w \) can be explained by Figure 6, where low white cell recoveries can be expected because white cell sedimentation velocities are highest at the lowest HCT's. Since WBC sedimentation velocities are high it will take a greater "light end" superficial velocity in order for any white cells to be carried out the "light end".

The fact that the red cell recovery is not significantly different from the white cell recovery at the 2\% HCT lends credence to the hypothesis that an azeotropic-like condition will occur at the low HCT's.
Table 11

EXPERIMENTAL FRACTIONAL RECOVERY DATA FOR SIX STAGES OF OPERATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage #</th>
<th>$F$ (ml/min)</th>
<th>HCT$_F$</th>
<th>% LE</th>
<th>$f_w$</th>
<th>$f_w'$</th>
<th>$f_r$</th>
<th>$f_r'$</th>
<th>$f_w-f_r$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This, of course, is explained by the dissociation of the red cell rouleau. The fact that $f_r$ is slightly above zero may even indicate that rouleau size is now so small that white cell sedimentation velocity has surpassed that of the red cell.

The overall fractional recoveries, $f_w$ and $f_r$, are interesting. The point at which the least number of red cells remain and yet a reasonable amount of white cells are still present occurs at stage 5. Here 59% of the original WBC's are harvested out the "light end" while only 5% of the original RBC's are harvested. Since the "light end" stream has a HCT of 2% the separation is adequate to provide WBC's in a leukopheresis process (2). The fact that the WBC recovery of 59% is high compared to many conventional processes, shows that processing through stages in series may indeed have potential clinical application.

6.3.2. Process Design Alternatives

Of further interest would be to adjust the feed HCT to each stage to the optimum value for maximum red and white cell separation. The optimum feed HCT for separation can be found by locating the largest difference in $f_w$ and $f_r$. The last column of Table 11 shows the maximum value for $f_w - f_r$ to be at the 10% HCT in the 5th stage. A plot of these values in Figure 25 reveals
Figure 25. Red and White Cell Fractional Difference vs HCT. For blood diluted with plasma the maximum fractional recovery difference for red and white cells appears at a HCT of around 10%. A sharp drop in fractional recovery difference for the 2% HCT indicates that an azeotropic-like condition occurs where smaller red cell rouleau size causes red and white cell sedimentation velocities to be approximately the same. Such a plot can be used to help determine the best HCT for optimum white cell separations.
a peak at the 10% HCT with a tapering off both at extremely low HCT's and the higher HCT's. Again this supports the approach taken earlier where it is thought that separation of red and white cells at extremely low HCT's is rouleau limited while that at normal or higher than normal HCT's is cell interaction limited.

If the processing in each separation stage could be conducted at the optimum HCT for red and white cell separations, the process operation may be rendered much more efficient. This would have to be done by first diluting patient blood to the optimum HCT. Then following each separation stage, a cell concentrator stage would have to be inserted to remove enough plasma to bring the remaining cell suspension back to the optimum HCT.

Using the values tabulated in Table 11 one should theoretically be able to obtain a better overall degree of separation if only two separation stages were used to process 10% HCT blood. Using the $f_w$ value of 0.87 and the $f_r$ value of 0.25, the overall recoveries for the process are found to be 0.76 for $f_w$! and 0.06 for $f_r$!. When compared to the 5 stage operation the $f_r$! of 0.06 shows that the amount of red cells harvested in the second stage is still quite low. However, the amount of white cells harvested is 29% higher than that for the 5 stage process.
6.3.3. Concluding Remarks Concerning Stages in Series

These analyses show that the processing of blood through stages in series may have more potential than was originally thought. Certain other factors must be also kept in mind, however. One major consideration is the problem of process control. For example, the amount of interstage pumping that would be required for the stages in series may be excessive. To locate these pumps on the centrifuge head is impractical with the present state of technology. The other alternative is to locate pumps outside the centrifugal device, but this increases process volume because of excessive tubing. Economic factors may also play a role in that the cost of construction for a precision made multi-chambered apparatus may become excessive. These processes do show promise, however, and the complications caused by the above factors may prove to be insignificant when higher efficiencies and greater cell specificity are at stake.

6.4. MASS BALANCES FOR EXPERIMENTAL RUNS

The experimental analysis for any of the previous experimental process would not be complete without a look at the mass balances. Such an analysis is a critical part of any study. The investigator must be
assured that all cellular species are accounted for, and that some cells are not being lost due to excessive damage or are unexpectedly being isolated in the blood processing chamber. It must be kept in mind, however, that mass balances in biological systems may be slightly inaccurate due to slight fluctuations in cell concentrations in the feed blood. For instance where in vivo studies are performed a patient may show fluctuations in cell concentration even over short periods of time. Fluctuations may also be seen in in vitro studies due to settling of cells in the feed blood reservoir due to inadequate mixing. White cell counts may also fluctuate due to compliment activation causing leukocyte aggregation.

Despite some expected inconsistencies due to the nature of biological systems, mass balance calculations fared rather well. For single stage runs both red and white cell balances revealed that total cell numbers for exit streams were typically within 10% of total cell numbers in entrance streams. For example for the 41 HCT run shown in Figure 22 total white cell numbers for exit streams varied to within 0.2% to 8.6% from entrance streams. Total red cell numbers for exit streams varied to within 1.4% to 7.9% from entrance streams.
Mass balances for recycle runs and for stages in series also showed deviations between entrance and exit total cell numbers to be within 10% for most cases. Occasionally there were large losses in total white cells of up to 40%. Such losses, perhaps, may be attributed to the fact that blood samples were often not counted until sometime after an experiment due to the distant location of the nearest counting facilities. During this time white cells could have undergone compliment activation due to interaction with container surfaces which may have caused them to form aggregates. Such aggregates would drastically affect counter readings.

6.5. MULTISTAGE PROCESSING

The design and construction of an actual multistage rotor is beyond the scope of this dissertation project. The main reason for this is that there are many technical problems associated with the construction and operation of a multistage blood processor. Construction problems arise simply from the difficulty involved in the precision manufacturing of a complex multistage apparatus. Operating difficulties would arise from a control standpoint, since each stage will require at least one pump or precision control valve for adjusting flow rates of interstage process streams.
Nevertheless it is felt that the work presented thus far has revealed critical process design variables which will need to be taken into consideration in multistage apparatuses as well.

In the approach development section it was shown for a simplified stripping section that overall process efficiency should improve when $f_w$ values from the single stage case are increased. This means that when blood is fed to the multistage process at more ideal HCT's for separation the overall process efficiency should improve when $f_w$ values from the single stage are increased. This means that when blood is fed to the multistage process at more ideal HCT's for separation the overall process efficiency will probably increase as well.

One must be concerned however, with the dissociation of rouleau in multistage processing. One reason rouleau dissociation may have a greater likelihood of causing problems in multistage designs is because of the amount of pumping and/or valving that is required. There may not be sufficient time for rouleau to reform each time after cells go through a regime of high shear such as with a pump or a valve. Another potential contribution to rouleau dissociation is the fact that HCT's may become very low in the latter
stages of the rectifier section. Since rouleau forma-
tion is hindered by dilution an azeotropic-like condi-
tion is expected to occur.

In order to circumvent problems associated
with rouleau dissociation, two solutions are proposed.
One is to use sedimenting agents. The other is to
route low HCT blood to a separate set of separation
stages. In this second set of stages blood can be
exposed to high shear so that all rouleau are deliber-
ately dissociated. Now the white cell becomes the
faster settling component. The process can then be
designed so that red cells are the "light end" product
and white cells the "heavy end" product.

Yet another design criteria for the multistage
apparatus is the cross-sectional area of each stage.
Cross-sectional areas must be adjusted so that super-
ficial velocities will be matched for appropriate
degree of separation of cellular species. Since HCT
will vary from stage to stage, sedimentation velo-
cities will vary as well and therefore superficial
velocities will need to be appropriately adjusted for
each stage.

As evidenced by the above discussion, the multistage
process design seems to be the most complex of all of
the proposed designs. Further work needs to be done
on the development of design strategy. Nevertheless, several design parameters have already been revealed as being very important to consider for such developments.

6.6. PROCESS COMPARISON

Figure 26 compares the efficiencies for separating red and white cells with various process designs. The efficiency for each process is plotted against the white cell fractional recovery for a single stage operation. This is why the plot for the single stage process has a slope of one.

From the figure it appears that recycle processes, stripping sections and the collection of the buffy coat from successive stages will all do quite well at higher values of $f_w$ (above ~0.6). At lower $f_w$'s (between 0.2 and 0.6), however, collection of buffy coat from successive stages and the higher recycle rates seem to do best.

At first glance the efficiencies for the stages in series do not seem to fair well when compared to single stage operation or any other process. One must keep in mind however, that the stages can be designed so that the $f_w$'s are kept very high when the percent flow out the "light end" is high. This will mean that a fraction of the red cells will be carried over to each
Figure 26. WBC Collection Efficiencies for Various Processes. Processes using high recycle rates show the greatest increase in efficiency over that of the simple single stage process. Processes for stages in series also show good increases in efficiency if the relative difference between red and white cell fractional recoveries can be kept high for each stage. For instance if $f_w$ could be kept at 0.95 and $f_r$ at 0.5 for each stage, then after six sequential stages 74% of the WBC's would be recovered and RBC's would be reduced down to less than 2% of those contained in the original feed. Processes with lower recycle rates and the collection of the buffy coat from successive stages also show large increases in efficiency. The six stage stripping section only appears to become highly efficient at high values for $f_w$. 
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successive stage as well. However, the fractional recovery for the red cell, \( f_r \), will be somewhat lower than that of a white cell. Therefore after a series of stages many of the red cells may have already been removed while overall white cell recoveries may still be very high. An example case would be where \( f_r \) is 0.95 for each stage and \( f_w \) is 0.5 for each stage. After six sequential stages the overall white cell recovery would be 74% while that of the red cells would be less than 2%. This is probably a much better separation than can be obtained with a single stage even when blood is processed at optimum feed HCT.

With all processes it will probably be desired to adjust the HCT of feed blood so that optimum separations may be obtained. Previously in the results section it was shown that optimum feed HCT may be between 10 and 20% for white cell separations. This also agrees with the analysis in the approach development section.

For platelet separations it appears from the theoretical development section that feed HCT's of 1 or 2% may be desirable. Predicted platelet recoveries for a single stage at these low HCT's are greater than 95%. If these high recoveries at low HCT's can be verified experimentally there may be no need to consider alterna-
tive processes for harvesting platelets. A single stage process may prove to be good enough since it is less complex and yet very efficient.

Other considerations, of course, must be taken into account. One major consideration is the excess volume requirement for these alternative processes. Previous discussions show that recycle processes will require substantial increases in blood chamber volumes. The least increase in volume requirement for recycle processes is for the case where shear rate is held constant and centrifuge rpm is increased to compensate for increased superficial velocities. With such compensation it appears from the approach development section that recycle rates of 50 or more can be accommodated. Special consideration must be taken however, for children or patients who already have critically low blood volumes. In such cases lower recycle rates may be necessary.

Other processes will probably not require as great an increase in volume. Additional stages for stagewise processing can be kept relatively small. Nevertheless the additional stages and interstage tubing requirements may become excessive in some cases rendering a process impractical.

Another major consideration is the complexity of these alternate approaches. Stagewise processing
of blood may prove to be too complex for the current state of technology. The pumping or valving requirements for the precise control of such processes are extreme. Monitoring of these processes as blood passes from stage to stage may even be more difficult. Recycle processing seems to add the least amount of complexity. Only one additional pump is required beyond that of a normal single stage operation. Difficulties may arise when the precise control of chamber feed HCT is desired however. Yet the additional problems associated with recycle processes are not expected to severely hinder their potential use. This is supported by the favorable cell yields in experimental runs. The technical problems which may be associated with stagewise processing need to be looked into further, however.

Other considerations such as the amount of rouleau dissociation with each process must also be considered. There may be a host of other problems yet uncovered which must be considered. Further study and experimentation will hopefully bring to surface additional problems and lead to their eventual solution.
Chapter VII

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The immense need for improved blood separating capabilities creates an environment for revolutionary approaches to be taken. This environment is quite stimulating for an engineer whose background in process optimization and detailed mathematical approaches makes him adept at creating novel solutions. His concern for the definition of critical process design variables is another point in his favor.

Indeed this project has been successful in identifying several critical design variables and in developing the basis for several novel design approaches. The major design variables and approaches studied include: 1) determination of process stream HCT for optimum cell separations; 2) the effect of superficial velocity, shear rate and centrifuge rpm on separations; 3) re-cycle processing to improve separations; 4) stagewise processing to improve separations; and 5) design limitations due to volume requirements and process complexity.
Studies revealed that optimum WBC-RBC separations occur at lower than normal HCT's. At the normal or higher than normal HCT's separation was found to be cell interaction limited. For very dilute cell concentrations the separation was found to be rouleau formation limited. Furthermore experimental runs showed that optimum HCT's were lower for plasma dilutions than for saline dilutions. This was surmised to be caused by the dilution of plasma proteins responsible for rouleau formation when saline diluents were used.

In order to effectively separate red and white cells, blood chamber superficial velocities must be of an intermediate value between the sedimentation velocities of the red and white cells. An increase in superficial velocity can be compensated for by a corresponding increase in sedimentation velocity which is a function of the centrifuge rpm. Superficial velocities must not however, be increased beyond the point where shear rates become large enough to adversely affect rouleau formation.

Recycle processing was determined to be the most effective process studied for increasing WBC separation efficiencies. The degree to which a recycle process is effective of course was found to depend upon the recycle rate. From these initial studies, processes with recycle rates of 50 or more are expected to show superiority
over other processes. It is believed that patient-machine connection time may be reduced by more than half with recycle processing.

Stagewise processing although not quite as promising as recycle processing was also shown to have the potential of increasing process efficiencies. For instance, stages in series were shown to have great potential application especially when operated at optimum HCTs. HCTs would need to be adjusted for the feed stream and then readjusted between each stage in order for the most efficient separation to be accomplished. Multistage processing was given a very qualitative analysis, but also showed potential application.

The major design limitations are felt to be excess volume requirements and design complexity. Recycle operations are the least complex of the alternative designs considered, but require excessive volumes. Stagewise processing may also require excessive volumes if too many stages are needed for adequate separation and if interstage tubing volume is excessive. At least some of the stagewise processes discussed should not require an excessive amount of volume, such as the two stage series with an intermediate cell concentrating stage proposed in the results section.
On the other hand it is believed that stagewise processing will be far more complex than recycle or simple single stage processing from the standpoint of construction and process control.

Recommendations for future work include investigations for the processing of platelets and more specific cell types. It is believed that platelet processing may be most efficient at 1-2% HCT and may only require a simple single stage process to yield high efficiencies. The processing of more specific cell types: granulocytes, lymphocytes, other leukocyte species, reticulocytes and gerocytes need to be further investigated. The experimental results did show that both granulocytes and lymphocytes are present in recycle process buffy coats. Yet more study on how recycle processing, stagewise processing, and alteration of stream HCT's will specifically effect the harvesting of granulocytes, lymphocytes and other cell types needs to be performed.

Another recommendation for future work is a thorough investigation of the effect of proposed processes on cell viability. Excessive pumping and shear effects from process tubing may be damaging to certain cell types. Since platelets are the most
vulnerable to shear induced damage, they would be a
good beginning point for the investigation. Platelet
lysis can be evaluated through the measurement of the
release of lactic dehydrogenase and of lysosomal
enzyme acid phosphatase. Platelet loss can also be
evaluated by checking the mass balances for system
process streams.

Cell viability studies may also reveal that
the more vulnerable platelets are adversely affected
while other cellular constituents are not. In this
case it may be desirable to remove the platelets
from the blood to be processed before regions of
excessive shear rates are encountered. This is assum­
ing that all or most of the platelets can be removed
through a simpler process where shear effects are not
excessive.

Other investigations which can be recommended
include the investigation of the effects of using
sedimenting agents, the use of human blood, and the
use of animal models. Such studies will help evaluate
potential designs and clarify problems associated with
the actual clinical use of the proposed processes.

Further work should also be done on the re­
finement of theoretical models. As was discussed in
the results section, empirical data can be used to
help develop system design equations. Also, now that
many critical design parameters have been recognized further evaluation should be done on how these affect design models. Future efforts should also focus on the further development of multistage process models. Such processes may prove to be of utmost importance in separating cell types having differences in sedimentation characteristics that are miniscule.

Other work is recommended for the evaluation of process construction materials. Materials should be chosen which are biocompatible, disposable or autoclavable, sturdy, of low cost and yet are easy to work with from a manufacturing point of view.
APPENDIX A

DESCRIPTION OF POTENTIAL STAGEWISE PROCESS DESIGNS
Appendix A

I. Brief Description of Drawings for Stagewise Processes

Figure A1 is a schematic diagram of a series of centrifugal separating stages.

Figure A2 is a schematic diagram of a rectifying section of a centrifugal separating process.

Figure A3 is a schematic diagram of a stripping section of a centrifugal separating process.

Figure A4 is a schematic diagram of a fractionating process for centrifugal separations.

Figure A5 is a top view of a multistage centrifugal separating apparatus with a series of radial stages. The system can be adapted for use as any one of the process systems described by Figures A1-A4.

Figure A6 is a schematic diagram of the top view of a system of radial stages in series for a centrifugal separating process.

Figure A7 is a schematic diagram of the top view of a rectifying section using radial stages for a centrifugal separating process.
Figure A1. Separating Stages in Series. A series of stages may be used to separate blood components. "Heavier" or faster settling components are removed through the bottom of each sequential stage. "Light end" final product in stream N2 is rich in slower settling components in this case WBC's and platelets. Each "heavy end" stream is discarded or reinfused into the patient.
SEPARATING STAGES IN SERIES

Figure A1
Figure A2. Rectifying Process for Blood Separations. In this process "heavy end" streams are routed to the previous stage in order to reduce the loss to the "heavy end" streams of slower settling WBC's and platelets. Feed stream enters and final "heavy end" stream exits at the same stage.
RECTIFYING SECTION

Figure A2
Figure A3. Stripping Process for Blood Separations. The stripping process is similar to the rectifying process in that "heavy end" streams are routed to successive stages. The processes differ in that final "light end" stream exits and feed stream enters at the same stage for the stripping process.
FIGURE A3
Figure A4. Fractionating Process for Blood Separations. The fractionating process combines the rectifying and stripping processes with the feed stream at an intermediate stage and exit "heavy" and "light end" streams at opposing ends.
Figure A5. Series of Radial Stages for Blood Separations. Any of the previous processes represented in the schematic illustrations in Figures A1 - A4 can be put on line with this series of cylindrical radial stages. The appropriate placement of interstage process lines appear in Figures A6 - A9 for the previous illustrations. Ports a and b are used for entrance of feed streams and/or "heavy" and "light end" process streams from other stages. Port c is used for the "light end" exit stream and port d for the "heavy end" exit stream.
Figure A6. Flow Pattern for Radial Stage Design of Stages in Series. The process represented by the schematic illustration in Figure Al is shown, adapted to a radial stage design.
Figure A7. Flow Pattern for Radial Stage Design of a Rectifying Process. The process represented by the schematic illustration in Figure A2 is shown, adapted to a radial stage design.
Figure A8 is a schematic diagram of the top view of a stripping section using radial stages for a centrifugal separating process.

Figure A9 is a schematic diagram of the top view of a fractionating centrifugal separator using radial stages.

Figure A10 is a top view of a concentric annular centrifugal separating apparatus which uses a set of stages in series.

Figure A11 is a perspective view of a multi-stage centrifugal separating apparatus with spiral shaped stages. The apparatus can be adapted for use with any one of the process systems described by Figures A1-A4.

Detailed Description of Process Designs

In referring to the drawings in greater detail Figures A1, A2, A3 and A4 illustrate a variety of process schemes for centrifugal separations. Centrifugal force is in the downward direction. Figure A1 illustrates the flow scheme for a series of stages. Feed stream 4 is pumped through pump 11 to Stage 1 of the process. "Light end" product stream 5 of Stage 1 flows by mass balance and becomes the feed for Stage 2. "Heavy
Figure A8. Flow Pattern for Radial Stage Design of a Stripping Process. The process represented by the schematic illustration in Figure A3 is shown, adapted to a radial stage design.
Figure A8
Figure A9. Flow Pattern for Radial Stage Design of a Fractionating Process. The process represented by the schematic illustration in Figure A4 is shown, adapted to a radial stage design.
Figure A10. Concentric Annular Centrifugal Blood Separation Process. Concentric Annuluses are shown in an arrangement where they can be used as a series of stages. Blood fed to the center annulus travels circumferentially in a clockwise direction. The "light end" of the first annulus is routed to the second where the direction of flow is counter clockwise. This can be repeated for any number of stages. "Heavy end" streams are taken off at the end of each annulus.
Figure A11. Stacked Spirals for Multistage Processing. This series of stacked spirals could be adapted to accommodate any of the processes represented in Figures A1 - A4. Ports 311-315 are used as feed streams entrances and/or as entrance ports for "heavy" and "light end" streams from other stages. Ports 331-335 are used for "light end" exit streams while ports 321-325 are used as "heavy end" exit streams.
"Light end" product stream 8 of Stage 1 is removed from the process scheme by peristaltic pump 12 and is collected. "Light end" product streams 6 through N3 become the feed streams for Stages 3 through N1 respectively. "Light end" product stream N2 of Stage N1 is removed from the process scheme as the overall "light end" product. Meanwhile "heavy end" streams are withdrawn from each successive Stage, 2 through N1, by peristaltic pumps 13 through N5.

Figure A6 is analogous to Figure A1 in that it represents radial Stages 80-87 in series on a circular plate 89. Feed stream 100 is pumped to Stage 80. Successive "light end" streams 101-107 are routed to the next stage in series, Stages 81-87 respectively, while the "light end" stream 108 from Stage 87 is removed from the process through the center hole 88. "Heavy end" streams 110-117 of each successive Stage 80-87 respectively are removed from the process through center hole 88 and are collected.

"Light end" streams 5-N2 for Figure A1 and 101-108 for Figure A6 will show decreasing concentrations of the heavier components (eg: RBC's) with each successive stage while maintaining fairly high numbers of lighter, slower sedimenting components (eg: WBC's and platelets)
for each successive stage. "Heavy end" streams 8-N4 and 110-117 will have a high concentration of faster sedimenting components (eg: RBC's), but low concentrations of the slower sedimenting or lighter components (eg: platelets and WBC's).

Figure A2 illustrates the flow scheme for a rectifying section for a centrifugal process, while Figure A7 illustrates the flow scheme for a rectifying section using radial stages.

In figure A2 the feed stream 24, perhaps consisting of whole blood, is fed to Stage 21 through peristaltic pump 32. "Light end" streams 25-N23 are fed to successive Stages 22-N21 and become less concentrated in heavier component (RBC's) as Stage N21 is approached and more concentrated in lighter components (platelets and WBC's). Stream N22 is the process "light end" product stream and has the lowest concentration of RBC's of all the "light end" streams. "Heavy end" process streams N24-29 are removed with peristaltic pumps N25-34 respectively and routed to Stages N21 through 21 respectively. "Heavy end" stream 28 is removed from the process by peristaltic pump 33. As the "heavy end" stream number decreases in value (i.e.: from N24 down to 28) the "heavy end" stream increases in concentration of
RBC's while decreasing in concentration of WBC's and platelets.

Figure A7 shows feed stream 220 flowing into Stage 80. "Light end" streams 221-227 are routed to successive Stages 81-87 respectively and proceeding counter-clockwise around the figure. "Light end" stream 228, having the lowest concentration of heavy components of any other "light end" stream is removed from the process through center hole 88. Proceeding clockwise around the figure, heavy end streams 236-230 flow from Stages 87-81 respectively to Stages 86-80 respectively. The "heavy end" stream 229 richest in the heavier component of all of the other "heavy end" streams is removed from the process through center hole 88 to be collected.

Figure A3 represents the flow scheme for a stripping section of a centrifugal process while Figure A8 illustrates the flow scheme for a stripping section on a circular plate 89 with radial cylindrical Stages 80-87.

In Figure A3 the feed stream 44 is pumped with peristaltic pump 52 to the feed Stage 41. "Heavy end" streams 45-N44 are removed from Stages 41-N41 by peristaltic pumps 53-N45. Streams 45 through N43 are routed to successive Stages 42-N41 respectively. The "heavy end" product N44 is richer in the heavier component than all of the other "heavy end" streams and is
removed from the process. "Light end" streams \(N42\) through \(50\) are routed to Stages \(N21\) through \(21\) respectively. "Light end" streams become richer in the lighter component as one goes from \(N42\) to \(51\). Streams \(51\) and \(N44\) are removed from the process to yield a "light end" product from stream \(51\) with a composition similar to that of the feed stream \(44\), and a "heavy end" product stream \(N44\) very pure in the heavier component (eg.: RBC's).

In Figure A8 feed stream \(240\) is received into Stage 80. Proceeding counterclockwise, "light end" streams \(256-250\) are routed to successive Stages 82-80 respectively. Proceeding clockwise the "heavy end" streams \(241\) through \(247\) are routed to successive Stages 87 through 81, respectively. "Light end" product stream \(249\) from Stage 80 and "heavy end" product stream \(248\) from Stage 81 are removed from the process through center hole 88.

Figure A4 represents schematically a fractionating multistaged multicomponent centrifugal separator, while Figure A9 shows the same for radial stages 80-87 on a circular plate 89.

In Figure A4 the feed stream \(69\) is pumped through peristaltic pump 79 to feed Stage 60. "Light end" streams \(M63\) through \(N66\) are routed to Stages \((M62+1)\) through \(N64\). "Heavy end" streams \(N67\) through \(M64\)
are pumped through peristaltic pumps N68 through (M66+1) to successive Stages (N64-1) through M62. Note that the fractionating separator consists of simply a stripping section, Figure A3, and a rectifying section, Figure A2, placed side by side with intercommunication between the two. The intercommunication is provided by mixing the "light end" product stream 65 from the stripping section with the "heavy end" product stream 72 from the rectifying section with the feed stream 69 at the feed stage 60. Note that the fractionating separator has the capability of producing a very pure "heavy end" product (RBC's for instance) in stream M65 while at the same time producing a "light end" product stream N65 which is practically void of the heavy component but rich in the lighter components (WBC's and platelets for instance). The "light end" product stream could then be routed to another fractionating separator for further separation of the "lighter components."

In Figure A9 feed stream 263 enters Stage 82. Proceeding counterclockwise "light end" streams 277-271 are routed to Stages 87-85 respectively. Proceeding clockwise "heavy end" streams 260-267 are routed to Stages 84-86 respectively. Product streams 270 ("light end" product, rich in "lighter components") and 268 ("heavy end" product, rich in "heavier component") are removed from the fractionation process through center
hole 88.

Figure A5 simply shows a multistaged centrifugal separation unit with cylindrical radial stages. Stage 83 shows a cut-away portion of a stage to reveal its cylindrical shape. Ports a and b are available as entrance ports for either feed blood, or the "heavy end" or "light end" streams from adjacent stages. Ports c and d are exit ports for "light end" and "heavy end" streams respectively. The schematic shows eight Stages 80-87 on plate 89 but could be modified to accommodate fewer or greater numbers of stages.

Figure A10 consists of four concentric annuluses, 205-208 on circular centrifuge head 210. The multi-staged process is actually a set of stages in series which was shown schematically in Figures A1 and A6. Feed blood enters through a process tube 200 into Stage 205. Flow proceeds in the counterclockwise direction with heavier components settling towards the outermost diameter of 205. The "heavier" or faster sedimenting components are then removed from Stage 205 by process tube 201. "Lighter" components remain nearer to the innermost diameter of annular space 205 and are routed to a second annulus 206 where flow proceeds in the counterclockwise direction. This stage-to-stage process occurs successively for each stage with alternating clockwise-
counter-clockwise direction of flow until the last Stage 208 is reached. "Heavier" components are removed from Stages 205-208 by process tubes 201-204 respectively. Note that in the last Stage (208) all of the remaining blood components are removed by process tube 204. During the centrifugal operation of the annular device flow, conditions must be adjusted so that enough of the heavier component is removed by the time the last Stage (208) is reached. Carrier fluid (plasma) is removed through 204a.

Other annular designs could exist as well including stacked annuluses. Any of the process schemes illustrated in Figures A1-A4 can be applied to multistaged annular separators.

The perspective view of Figure A1 shows stacked spiral blood separating chambers 301-305 attached to a circular plate 300. Entrance ports 311-315 are positioned at an intermediate diameter of the spiral. The entrance ports are available for the process feed stream, or for the "heavy end" or "light end" streams from adjacent stages. Ports 331-335 at the innermost diameter of the spiral are available for "light end" exit streams while ports 321-325 at the outermost diameter of the spiral are available for "heavy end" exit streams. Note that any of the process streams illustrated in Figures A1-A4 can be applied for use with the multistaged spiral design.
### APPENDIX B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>major axis of oblate ellipsoid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>minor axis of oblate ellipsoid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>empirical coefficient for slope of fractional recovery curve fit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>empirical coefficient for y-intercept of fractional recovery curve fit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_f$</td>
<td>volume fraction of suspending fluid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_i$</td>
<td>concentration of cellular species $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{i,3}$</td>
<td>concentration of species $i$ in Region 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{i,F}$</td>
<td>concentration of species $i$ in feed stream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{i,s}$</td>
<td>concentration of cellular component $i$ within a stage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_p$</td>
<td>volume fraction of plasma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{P,F}$</td>
<td>volume fraction of plasma in feed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C$</td>
<td>concentration of red blood cells in sedimentation equations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{RBC}$</td>
<td>concentration of red blood cells in suspension density equation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{R,F}$</td>
<td>concentration of red blood cells in the feed stream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{R,1}$</td>
<td>concentration of red blood cells in concentrated Region 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f$</td>
<td>frictional coefficient of blood cell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_0$</td>
<td>frictional coefficient for equivalent spherical volume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_i$</td>
<td>fractional amount of cellular species $i$ crossing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
red cell-buffy coat interface or fractional amount of cellular species i exiting the "light end" of a blood separation chamber

\( f_p \) fractional recovery of platelets out "light end" of blood chamber

\( f_{p,A} \) adjusted platelet fractional recovery for case with an adjusted feed rate

\( f_r \) fractional recovery of red cells out "light end" of blood chamber

\( f_w \) fractional recovery of white blood cells out "light end" of blood chamber

\( f_{w,A} \) adjusted white cell fractional recovery for case with an adjusted feed rate

\( F \) feed stream volumetric flow rate per cross-sectional area

\( F_a \) adjusted feed rate per cross sectional area to yield a Region 1 HCT of 80%

\( g(\%LE) \) function appropriate for the shape of experimental fractional recovery curve plotted against % flow out the "light end"

\( \%LE \) percent of feed exiting the "light end"

\( L \) length of a blood chamber

\( HCT \) hematocrit (red blood cell concentration)

\( MRL \) mean rouleau length

\( RBC \) red blood cell

\( rpm \) revolutions per minute

\( WBC \) White blood cell

\( A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H \) various recycle process streams

\( R_i \) red cell concentration for a particular recycle process stream subscripted with \( i=A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H \)
Q_i: flow rate for a particular recycle process stream subscripted with i=A,B,C,D,E,F,G or H

W_i: white cell concentration for a particular recycle process stream subscripted with i=A,B,C,D,E,F,G or H

R: recycle rate

V: volume of blood chamber

Q: feed flow rate to a blood chamber

r: particle radius

r_r: radius of red cell

r_eq: equivalent radius for a sphere having a volume equal to that of a rouleau aggregate

r_o: radius of a cylindrical blood chamber

r_c: radial distance from axis of rotation

r^2: square of correlation coefficient for curve fit of fractional recovery data

S_o: sedimentation coefficient

S_i: Stokes' sedimentation coefficient for cellular species i

S_R: sedimentation coefficient for a red blood cell

S_E: Einstein sedimentation velocity

S_t: Stokes' terminal settling velocity

V_p: superficial velocity in a blood chamber for plasma

V_C: Blood chamber volume

V_le: "light end" superficial velocity

V_p,3: Plasma superficial velocity in Region 3

V_i: Sedimentation velocity for cellular species i

V_P: Sedimentation velocity of platelet

V_R: Sedimentation velocity of red blood cell

V_W: Sedimentation velocity of white blood cell
\( \bar{V}_{i,3} \) sedimentation velocity of species \( i \) in Region 3

\( \bar{V}_{R,3} \) red cell sedimentation velocity in Region 3

\( V_r \) volume of rouleau aggregate

\( t \) thickness of red cell

\( \alpha \) constant in Einstein's formula for sedimentation velocity

\( \varepsilon \) efficiency of a process for white cell collection based on \( f_w \)

\( \varepsilon_{S.S.}(\%) \) percent efficiency for single stage analysis

\( (\varepsilon_R)_{th} \) theoretical percent efficiency for recycle process

\( \varepsilon_R(\%) \) experimental percent efficiency for recycle process

\( \gamma \) shear rate

\( \rho_f \) density of suspending fluid

\( \rho_i \) density of blood cellular component \( i \)

\( \rho_p \) density of plasma

\( \rho_r \) density of red cell

\( \rho_{RBC} \) density of a red blood cell in suspension density equation

\( \rho_{susp} \) suspension density

\( \theta \) friction ratio

\( \mu \) viscosity of suspending fluid

\( \omega \) angular velocity of centrifuge head
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